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I. INTRODUCTION
Competitive pressures are directing oil and gas exploration
outside the United States. Hence, domestic oil companies must
continually assess and review the various tax consequences of for-
eign operations. Domestic companies may begin foreign oil and
gas operations through a foreign branch to allow a flow-through
treatment of exploration and development expenses. Subsequently,
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these companies may incorporate the branch into a foreign corpo-
ration at the production stage to defer U.S. taxes until repatria-
tion of earnings and profits. Although branch losses are recap-
tured, either through foreign tax credit resourcing or upon a
taxable foreign incorporation, a U.S. taxpayer has the advantage
of current cash flow and the benefit of the time value of money in
U.S. tax savings derived from the exploration and development
deductions.
Generally, the host foreign government establishes the con-
tract form for exploration and production rights or concessions.
Nevertheless, the U.S. tax consequences to the domestic corpora-
tion depend upon the foreign enterprise's classification by U.S. tax
law as either a partnership, corporation or a co-ownership opera-
tion. The desired entity classification may be as a corporation
under the foreign jurisdiction's law but as a partnership for U.S.
tax purposes. A foreign branch engaged in exploration and devel-
opment of mineral resources enables the U.S. corporation to ob-
tain substantial tax advantages with respect to the right to use
deductions in depletion, geological and geophysical costs, intangi-
ble drilling and development costs, dry hole costs and abandon-
ment losses. Upon reaching the production stage, petroleum in-
come is taxed in the U.S. with a foreign branch, but the income is
reduced by deductions and the tax liabilities are offset by credita-
ble foreign tax credits.
The source rules in the regulations under Internal Revenue
Code (I.R.C.) sections' 861 through 864 need to be considered for
the allocation and apportionment of income and expenses in the
calculations of foreign oil and gas extraction income, foreign oil
related income, recapture of losses, foreign tax credits and func-
tional currency determinations. Also, the functional currency
rules, which apply to foreign transactions and the computation of
foreign tax credits, need to be considered.
The U. S. government taxes domestic corporations on their
worldwide income regardless of the source of that income.' To
avoid double taxation, certain foreign income taxes paid or ac-
crued by a U.S. operator may be either deducted in computing
I Except as noted, all statutory and section references are to the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C.), as amended.
U.S. CONST. amend. XVI (granting worldwide income tax jurisdiction over U.S. citi-
zens and entities).
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U.S. taxable income3 or claimed as a credit against U.S. income
tax liability.4 Furthermore, not all foreign taxes are creditable. In
determining the allowable amount of foreign tax credit, a domes-
tic oil company must analyze: (1)which payments to foreign gov-
ernments qualify as creditable taxes under sections 901 or 903;
(2)what are the reductions pursuant to the foreign tax credit pro-
visions applicable to natural resources (i.e., reduction of foreign
taxes on oil and gas extraction income under section 907); and
(3)what are the foreign tax credit limitations for any given year
under section 904.
Foreign oil and gas taxes are particularly difficult to analyze.
A foreign country usually has special taxing levies on the natural
resources industry. Important considerations in analyzing whether
these levies are creditable taxes under sections 901 or 903 are:
(1)to what extent amounts paid or accrued to foreign governments
qualify as income taxes; (2)the application of the dual capacity
taxpayer rules; (3)possible characterization as a soak-up tax, mul-
tiple levy, or subsidy; and (4)any tax treaty applications.
If a domestic corporation establishes a foreign subsidiary to
conduct operations abroad, the earnings of that foreign subsidiary
are not subjected to U.S. income tax until repatriated to the U.S.
shareholder by an actual or a deemed dividend distribution, liqui-
dation, or stock sale. As a result, the U.S. shareholder defers both
taxation of the foreign source income and use of the corresponding
foreign tax credits. However, if the foreign corporation is a con-
trolled foreign corporation (CFC) 5 , deferral may be lost for earn-
ings of certain transactions deemed distributed to the U.S. share-
holders regardless of actual distributions." The resulting deemed
or actual distribution may have significant tax consequences. For
both actual and deemed (a subpart F income inclusion) distribu-
tions, the U.S. shareholder corporation is entitled to an indirect
- I.R.C. 8 164(a)(3)(allowing foreign taxes as a deduction for the year paid or
accrued).
4 I.R.C. § 901(a)(allowing credit).
I A CFC is defined as a corporation, in which more than 50% of either the voting
power or value of the stock of the corporation is owned by U.S. shareholders on any day
during the tax year of the foreign corporation. I.R.C. § 957(a). A U.S. shareholder is
defined as a U.S. citizen or resident, a domestic corporation, or a partnership, estate or
trust that owns 10% or more of the voting stock of the foreign corporation. I.R.C.
§§ 951(b), 958. The constructive ownership rules are used to determine whether U.S. per-
sons are U.S. shareholders for CFC status. I.R.C. § 958(b).
I.R.C. §§ 951-964 subpt. F (controlled foreign corporations).
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foreign tax credit, if the shareholder corporation holds at least ten
percent of the voting stock of the foreign corporation. The subpart
F income inclusion under sections 951 through 964 is designed to
prevent the deferral of income in which the foreign subsidiary
functions as a middleman. Typically, subpart F income is easily
shifted among different tax jurisdictions.
Foreign laws may require local resident ownership of mineral
rights and, thus, dictate that the U.S. corporation hold mineral
rights in a foreign subsidiary. Also, contribution of assets, disposi-
tions and loss recapture can result in different tax consequences
based upon the various types of operating enterprises. For exam-
ple, section 1248 may change gain recognition into dividend treat-
ment for certain U.S. shareholders when the stock in a foreign
corporation is sold or liquidated.
The I.R.C. and the corresponding regulations in the foreign
tax area change continually. In fact, the Revenue Reconciliation
Act of 19937 recently changed the deferral of U.S. tax on certain
earnings of CFC's by requiring U.S. shareholders to include in
income the corporation's accumulated earnings invested in excess
passive assets.' Also, this Act changed the cross-crediting of for-
eign taxes on foreign oil and gas extraction income (FOGEI), for-
eign oil related income (FORI) and shipping income, by placing
certain passive income related to oil and gas and shipping opera-
tions in the separate foreign tax credit limitation basket for pas-
sive income." The new provisions exclude certain passive income
related to foreign oil and gas activities from the computation of
special foreign tax credit limitations for FOGEI and FORI. ° This
article provides a current overview of the above considerations for
domestic oil companies involved in the exploration and production
of petroleum in foreign jurisdictions.
11. INTERNATIONAL OPERATING AGREEMENTS
In foreign operating agreements, a U.S. operator typically as-
sumes the exploration and production risks through its investment
and looks to the minerals extracted for any return of capital. Such
I Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66, 107 Stat. 312
(1993).
8 See I.R.C. § 956A (earnings invested in excess passive assets).
See I.R.C. §§ 904(d)(2)(A)(iii), 954(0, 954(g).
10 See I.R.C. § 907(c).
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income is defined as foreign oil and gas extraction income."1 Com-
mon types of operating forms are the production sharing agree-
ment, the licensing arrangement or some hybrid arrangement.
Foreign countries usually require a state-owned entity or
agency to participate under a joint operating agreement. Foreign
laws may require a specific form of entity, such as the incorpora-
tion of a limited liability corporation in the host country. Never-
theless, the U.S. tax consequences to the domestic corporation de-
pend upon the foreign enterprise's classification by U.S. tax law as
either a partnership, corporation or a co-ownership operation.
A. Classifications
The classification of a foreign joint venture for U.S. tax pur-
poses is based upon the traditional characteristics of a corpora-
tion.'" The six major characteristics that distinguish a corporation
from other associations'" are: (1)associates, (2)joint profit objec-
tive, (3)continuity of life, (4)centralized management, (5)limited
liability, and (6)free transferability of interests. 4 These classifica-
tion standards are applied to the legal relationships created by the
agreements and the foreign law of the host country." Since part-
nerships1" and corporations have common attributes of associates
and a joint profit objective, the determination of whether the en-
tity is a corporation rather than a partnership requires three out
of the following four characteristics to exist: (l)continuity of life,
(2)centralized management, (3)limited liability, or (4)free trans-
ferability. 7 However, an arrangement among co-owners of prop-
" Palmer v. Bender, 287 U.S. 551 (1933); Treas. Reg. §§ 1.61 l-1(b)(1) (as amended
in 1973), 1.907(c)-t(b)(1), (7) (1991).
"2 Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(l)(as amended in 1993) (listing characteristics of
corporations).
" I.R.C. § 7701(a)(3)(defining the term "corporation" to include associations).
Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(l)(as amended in 1993).
Rev. Rul. 88-8, 1988-1 C.B. 403. Under Rev. Rul. 88-8, U.S. members incorpo-
rated a business pursuant to the Companies Act 1985 of Great Britain. However, since the
entity lacked limited liability and free transferability under the Articles of Association, the
enterprise was classified as a partnership for U.S. tax purposes, id. at 404.
"6 The term "partnership" is defined as a "syndicate, group, pool, joint venture, or
other unincorporated organization through or by means of which any business, financial
operation, or venture is carried on, and which is not, within the meaning of this title [subti-
tle], a corporation or a trust or estate." I.R.C. § 761(a); see also I.R.C. § 7701(a)(2).
" Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(2),(3) (as amended in 1993) (requiring an association
to have more corporate than noncorporate features to be classified as such); see Rev. Rul.
93-4, 1993-3 I.R.B. 5 (characteristics of GmbH formed by two domestic subsidiaries of the
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erty is not classified as an association if either the associates or
joint profit objective is missing.1
By an election of all its members, an unincorporated joint
venture may be excluded from partnership tax provisions if the
venture is "for the joint production, extraction, or use of property,
but not for the purpose of selling services or property produced or
extracted."1 9 Members under a joint operating agreement for the
extraction of minerals qualify for election-out, if they are co-own-
ers pursuant to a lease granting operating rights, reserve the right
to separately take in-kind and do not jointly sell the extracted
minerals."0 Thus, members under a joint operating agreement for
the extraction of minerals qualify for the election if they: (1)own
the minerals as co-owners under a lease or other contract granting
exclusive operating rights; (2)reserve the right to separately take-
in-kind or dispose of their shares of any property extracted; and
(3)do not jointly sell the property extracted, except that each may
delegate authority to sell its production share for a period of no
more than one year.21 Usually, foreign joint operating agreements
provide that all parties elect under section 761(a) to exclude oper-
ations from the partnership provisions and authorize the operator
same U.S. parent classified as a corporation for U.S. tax purposes). Rev. Rul. 93-4 modifies
and supersedes Rev. Rul. 77-214, 1977-1 C.B. 408 (deciding the same classification issue).
Rev. Proc. 92-88, 1992-2 C.B. 496, provides guidance when a limited partnership is treated
as lacking the corporate characteristics of continuity of life and limited liability. Rev. Proc.
92-33, 1992-1 C.B. 782, discusses the transferability requirement under Treas. Reg.
§ 301.7701-2(e)(1) (as amended in 1993).
"' Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(2) (as amended in 1993). If a joint operating agree-
ment is limited to development and extraction of minerals for division in kind, or for sale
individually, there is no joint profit objective, and the venture does not qualify as a corpora-
tion. I.T. 3930, 1948-2 C.B. 126.
I.R.C. § 761(a)(electing a partnership exclusion).
20 Treas. Reg. § 1.761-2(a)(3)(1972)(excluding operating agreement). Foreign joint
operating agreements commonly include an election-out clause pursuant to § 76 1(a). How-
ever, the ability to "take-in-kind" under a contract may not avoid partnership status. See
Madison Gas & Elec. Co. v. Comm'r, 72 T.C. 521 (1979), aftd, 633 F.2d 512 (7th Cir.
1980) (finding a partnership arrangement where several utility companies jointly built,
owned and operated a nuclear utility plant although the companies took shares of electric-
ity produced in-kind).
11 Treas. Reg. § 1.761-2(a)(3)(1972)(excluding certain unincorporated organizations
under operating agreements). A joint operating agreement will not classify a venture as a
corporation if two or more participants grant an agent discretionary authority, terminable
at will, to execute contracts obligating the principals for reasonable periods of time as are
consistent with the minimum needs of the industry, but not exceeding one year. I.T. 3948,
1949-1 C.B. 161, 163.
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or other designated agent to file all necessary documents with the
Internal Revenue Service for the election.
B. Consequences of Different Classifications
The U.S. tax consequences are significant between a foreign
corporation and a foreign partnership classification. For example,
the rules under subpart F income and CFC's pertain only to U.S.
persons holding interests in foreign corporations.2 The foreign tax
credit "deemed paid" by certain domestic shareholder corpora-
tions applies only to foreign taxes paid by a foreign corporation,
not to taxes paid by a foreign partnership.23
Corporate shareholders owning at least ten percent but less
than fifty percent of a foreign corporation are subject to a foreign
tax credit limitation which requires income to be placed in a sepa-
rate, noncontrolled section 902 category.2" With respect to out-
bound transfers of assets, nontaxable transfers under section 367
apply only to transactions involving entities which are classified as
corporations.
25
With a foreign partnership, the partners can immediately
claim exploration losses, and the partnership's income, deductions
and credits flow through directly to the partners.2 6 If the partner
is a CFC, the character of the income included in the CFC's dis-
tributive share of partnership income is determined as if the CFC
received the income directly.17 Further, a partnership can allocate
income, both gain and deductions,2 8 subject to section 704(b) limi-
tations, and each partner is allowed a credit for his pro rata share
of foreign taxes paid by the partnership.29 Also, partnership start-
I.R.C. §§ 951-964 subpt. F (controlled foreign corporations).
23 I.R.C. § 902 (deemed paid tax credit). Partnerships are not specifically excluded,
but Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1 (a)(l) (as amended in 1979) defines a domestic shareholder, the
person entitled to the credit, as a domestic corporation which owns at least 10% of the
voting stock of the foreign corporation.
I.R.C. § 904(d)(2)(E)(noncontrolled § 902 corporation).
' I.R.C. § 367 (transferring property from United States).
26 I.R.C. § 702 (income and credits of a partner).
2' Treas. Reg. § 1.904-5(h), (i)(1992)(look-through rules for partnerships and related
entities); see also Rev. Rul. 89-72, 1989-1 C.B. 257 (treating CFC's distributive share of
partnership income as foreign base company sales income from the sale of machines by the
partnership).
2 I.R.C. § 704(a)(effect of partnership agreement).
2 I.R.C. § 901(b)(5)(limiting amount allowed). Each partner makes a separate elec-
tion to take the credit. I.R.C. §§ 703(b)(3), 901(k)(2).
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up costs are amortized over sixty months,3 0 even if the partners
elect out of the partnership provisions. 1
III. EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Mineral ownership in most countries, unlike the United
States, is vested in the foreign government. The government
grants to the U.S. operator an exploration concession, production
sharing contract, service contract or exploration permit. The U.S.
operator must acquire an economic interest in the minerals to
qualify for creditable foreign taxes, IDC and depletion. Also,
FOGEI exists when the taxpayer has an economic interest in the
oil and gas in place.3
However, a domestic corporation with contractual rights to
explore for oil and gas in a foreign country can own an operating
economic interest without holding legal title to the minerals.3 3 If
the host country retains all title to the minerals in place, the U.S.
operator or its foreign subsidiary may obtain mineral ownership
with only wellhead purchase rights.34 The Service has ruled that,
where an operator is (1)committed to development and produc-
tion, (2)is required to purchase the production at a discounted
price (i.e., a substituted royalty payment), (3)is required to sell
production at the fair market price within the host country for
export, and where (4)the discounted price, less production costs, is
subject to the income tax of the host country, the overall agree-
ment substitutes as an oil and gas lease, and the operator under
the agreement's obligations and rights obtains an economic inter-
est (i.e., an operating interest) entitled to depletion and intangible
drilling and development costs. 5
*o I.R.C. § 195(b)(electing to amortize start-up expenditures).
See Madison Gas & Elec. Co. v. Comm'r, 72 T.C. 521, 559 n.9 (1979).
52 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-l(b)(l), (7)(1991)(defining terms relating to FOGEI and
FORI).
" Rev. Rul. 73-470, 1973-2 C.B. 88 (discussing foreign oil and gas depletion and
election for intangible drilling and development costs).
34 Id.
36 Id. at 89; see Palmer v. Bender, 287 U.S. 551 (1933). A taxpayer possesses an
economic interest if the taxpayer has "acquired, by investment, any interest in the oil in
place," and has a right to "income derived from the extraction of the oil, to which he must
look for a return of his capital." Palmer, 287 U.S. at 557; see also Commissioner v. South-
west Exploration Co., 350 U.S. 308 (1956)(holding an owner of land that was necessary
for drilling had an "economic Interest" in the oil entitling him to a depletion deduction);
Treas. Reg. §§ 1.61 l-l(b)(l)(as amended in 1973), 1.907(c)-l(b)(l), (7)(1991).
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Under section 901(f), income taxes paid or accrued to any
foreign country in connection with the purchase and sale of petro-
leum extracted in that country are not considered taxes for pur-
poses of the foreign tax credit if: (1)the taxpayer has no economic
interest in the minerals to which I.R.C. section 611(a) applies,
and (2)the purchase or sale is at a price which differs from the
fair market value for the minerals at the time of purchase or
sale. 36 If a foreign government is able to change at will the price it
pays for production, the agreement may be classified as a service
contract without an economic interest in the minerals.37 Section
901(f) supersedes any inconsistent treaty provisions that may
exist.
38
Normally, the life of a domestic oil and gas lease extends
over the economic life of the mineral property. A foreign explora-
tion and development contract typically is fixed for a specified
time period, such as twenty to thirty years. Although a U.S. oper-
ator's share in the production may terminate prior to the expected
economic life of the mineral property, the foreign agreement will
constitute an economic interest, provided the U.S. operator is obli-
gated for the exploration, development and production costs and
depends solely on production from the property for a return on his
investment.39
All intangible drilling and development costs (IDC) incurred
outside the United States must be recovered either over a ten-year
11 Gulf Oil v. Comm'r, 914 F.2d 396, 408 (3d Cir. 1990), affg and rev'g, 89 T.C.
1010 (1987), 87 T.C. 135 (1986), 86 T.C. 937 (1986). In Gulf Oil, the taxpayers did not
have an economic interest in the minerals in place in Kuwait after March 5, 1975 (the
effective date of nationalization), and there was no evidence that the contract price was
equal to the fair market value, id. at 408. The Service argued that the Kuwaiti income tax
on the income generated from the discount-resale agreement was not creditable under
§ 901(f), id. at 420. The price discount payments received from Kuwait by the taxpayer
were taxable as ordinary income and were neither additional compensation for nationaliza-
tion under a "Crude Oil Supply Agreement" of the Nationalization Agreement nor long-
term capital gain, id. However, the economic interest in the "Iran Agreement" was upheld
by the Third Circuit, which allowed the taxpayer a percentage depletion deduction for
1974 and a foreign tax credit for 1975 under § 901(0, id. at 420.
11 Paragon Jewel Coal Co. Inc. v. Comm'r, 380 U.S. 624 (1965). The Court lists
factors to be considered in deciding whether an economic interest in minerals exists, id.
The Court held that the right to mine, even to exhaustion, does not create an economic
interest in the minerals, id.
"' Rev. Rul. 80-223, 1980-2 C.B. 217 (holding any conflicting treaty enacted prior to
§ 901(f) or after, is or will be, superseded).
" See Treas. Reg. § 1.611-1(b)(adopting the definition of economic interest from
Palmer v. Bender, 287 U.S. 551 (1993)).
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period using straight-line amortization or, at the election of the
taxpayer, as part of the basis for cost depletion.4 0 Dry hole and
unsuccessful exploration costs incurred outside the U.S. are de-
ductible currently.4t Cost depletion under section 611 is allowed
for oil and gas properties.4 2 On the disposition of the property, the
taxpayer recaptures as ordinary income the lesser of the total de-
ductions for IDC and depletion taken or the gain realized.' Fre-
quently, foreign exploration agreements require the surrender of
unfavorable and abandoned acreage. As under U.S. tax law for
geological and geophysical costs, expenditures are capitalized, and
the depletable basis of the property areas acquired is increased,
whereas areas not acquired are expensed.
IV. SOURCE OF INCOME
The source rules separate income into U.S. source45 or for-
eign source."' Also, the regulations under the source rules provide
the guidance necessary for expense allocation and apportion-
ment.47 The regulations require the allocation of expenses to the
class of gross income consisting of FOGEI or FORI on the basis
of factual relationships.48 If the income class of expenses contains
both U.S. and foreign source income, the expenses within the class
" I.R.C. § 263(i)(IDC incurred outside the United States). This section does not ap-
ply to costs incurred for nonproductive wells, id; see Rev. Rul. 87-134, 1987-2 C.B. 69.
" I.R.C. § 165(a)(allowing a loss deduction).
1.R.C. §§ 61 1(a)(allowing a deduction for depletion), 613A (limiting the percent-
age of depletion for oil and gas wells). Since percentage depletion for foreign oil and gas
production was repealed after January 1, 1975, I.R.C. § 901(e) no longer applies to for-
eign taxes paid with respect to income from foreign oil and gas production. The § 901(e)
reduction of foreign taxes on mineral income would apply to solid mineral income for
which percentage depletion is available.
,1 I.R.C. § 1254(a); Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.1254-1(a), 45 Fed. Reg. 39512
(1980)(treating gain from disposition of certain oil and gas properties).
" Rev. Rul. 77-188, 1977-1 C.B. 76, as amplified by, Rev. Rul. 83-105, 1983-2 C.B.
51; see also I.R.C. § 614(a)(defining property); Rev. Rul. 83-105, 1983-2 C.B. 51 (giving
various examples of geological and geophysical cost and explaining the tax consequences of
each); Rev. Rul. 68-566, 1968-2 C.B. 281.
" I.R.C. § 861 (income from sources within the United States).
" I.R.C. § 862 (income from sources outside the United States).
"7 Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8 (as amended in 1991)(computing taxable income from
sources within the United States and from other sources and activities).
" Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8(f)(l)(vi)(D)(as amended in 1991) (regulating taxable in-
come from specific sources).
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are apportioned between U.S. and foreign source income on a fac-
tual basis."9
Oil and gas production income from a foreign country is for-
eign source income."0 Gain or loss from the sale or other disposi-
tion of an interest in a foreign oil and gas interest is foreign source
income." Gain or loss from the sale of depreciable lease and well
equipment is foreign source income if the equipment is originally
installed to produce oil and gas in a foreign country."' Dividends
received from a foreign corporation are foreign source income, un-
less the foreign corporation derives significant income effectively
connected with a U.S. trade or business.53 Most of the deductions
incurred in oil and gas exploration and production activities, such
as IDC, depreciation and depletion, can be allocated either to
U.S. or foreign source income. 54 Regulations provide for the allo-
cation and apportionment of interest, research and experimental
expenses," legal and accounting fees, income taxes, property dis-
position losses and net operating losses."6 With affiliated groups,
interest and expenses that are not directly allocable or apportiona-
ble to any specific income-producing category are allocated and
" See Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8 (as amended in 1991).
0 I.R.C. § 862; Treas. Reg. § 1.862-1 (as amended in 1983) (income from sources
outside the United States).
1 I.R.C. § 862(a)(5)(regulating gains and losses on sales of property outside the
United States); Treas. Reg. § 1.862-1(a)(l)(v)(as amended in 1983)(regulating gains and
losses on sales of real property outside the United States); Treas. Reg. § 1.862-1(a)(iv) (as
amended in 1983)(regulating gains and losses on sales or interests in intangible property
outside the United States).
0 I.R.C. § 865 (source rules for personal property sales).
0 I.R.C. § 861(a)(2)(B)(dividends within the United States).
I .R.C. § 862(b)(discussing taxable income from sources outside the United States);
Treas. Reg. § 1.862-1(b)(as amended in 1983)(discussing taxable income outside the
United States). Also, general administrative and other indirect costs can be attributed to a
particular income source. I.R.C. § 862(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.862-1(b) (as amended in
1983)(discussing administrative, exploration and production staff and the indirect costs of
office leasing expense, utilities and employee-related expenses).
"' See I.R.C. § 864(f)(l)(allocating 50% of research and experimental expenditures
between sources within and outside the United States), (f)(5)(granting regulatory
authority).
" Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8(e)(as amended in 1991)(allocating and apportioning deduc-
tions); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.861-14T(allocating and apportioning expenses of an affili-
ated group); see also I.R.C. § 864(f)(4)(D)(granting regulatory authority for allocations
with affiliated groups).
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apportioned as if all members of the affiliated group were a single
corporation."
Income from operating oil or gas wells and from the sale by
the producer of the derived products within or outside the country
of production constitutes gross income from sources within the
country of production." Although the country of production de-
cides the source of income, the Service may apportion the income
between the production country and another country if tax avoid-
ance exists with production and sales in income shifting situa-
tions. 9 Also, the Service can make allocations or apportionments
if it concludes that a clearer reflection of the proper income source
results.60
Some of the most promising petroleum reserves are within
the jurisdiction of countries in which diplomatic relations with the
United States are a problem. Foreign tax credits are denied from
certain designated countries. Section 9010) denies a foreign tax
credit for "taxes paid or accrued (or deemed paid under section
902 or 960) to any country if such taxes are with respect to in-
come attributable to a period during which . . . ." the country is
designated under section 9010)."s Designated countries are for-
eign countries that the United States does not recognize, with
whom the United States has severed diplomatic relations, or that
the United States has designated as countries that support acts of
international terrorism.62 Deduction of these taxes is also disal-
lowed under sections 275 and 78.13
" I.R.C. § 864(e)(2)(allocating and apportioning of interest are made on the basis of
assets rather than gross income under the "one-taxpayer rule"); see Temp. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.861-8T to 14T (computing of taxable income and allocations).
8 Treas. Reg. §§ 1.863-1(b)(1)(1960), 1.863-6 (as amended in 1975) (allocating
gross income for natural resources).
I.R.C. § 482 (allocating income and deductions among taxpayers).
Id. For example, income from mining, without further processing, in a foreign
country and from sales through an independent agent in the United States, with title pass-
ing there, was considered to be derived entirely from the production country. Rev. Rul. 67-
194, 1967-1 C.B. 183. Income from extracting minerals from the continental shelf area of
a foreign country is sourced to that country if it has exclusive rights under international
law and exercises taxing jurisdiction as to the exploration of natural resources in that area.
I.R.C. § 638 (continental shelf areas).
" See Rev. Rul. 92-63A, 1992-36 I.R B. 13; Rev, Rul. 92-63, 1992-33 I.R.B. 7; Rev.
Rul. 92-62, 1992-33 I.R.B. 5.
82 I.R.C. § 901(j)(2)(A).
63 I.R.C. § 901(j)(3) (listing the countries fitting the description).
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V. FUNCTIONAL CURRENCY
When applying U.S. tax law, transactions must be denomi-
nated in the taxpayer's functional currency, as determined by
each qualified business unit (QBU)." Generally, the dollar is the
functional currency of a U.S. corporation. However, the currency
of the economic environment, in which a significant part of the
QBU's activities is conducted, 5 is the functional currency when
the QBU keeps its books and records in such foreign currency.66 A
taxpayer with an "eligible QBU" may elect to use the dollar as
the functional currency and convert operations into dollars
monthly using the dollar approximate separate transactions
method. 7
A foreign branch of a U.S. taxpayer may sell oil and gas in
international markets with payment in U.S. dollars while drilling,
production services and other expenses are paid in the local for-
eign currency. If significant activities involve both the dollar and
local currency, the dollar may be used as the functional currency,
if a set of dollar-based books and records is maintained." When
the taxpayer has a QBU organized as a branch with a functional
currency other than the dollar, U.S. taxable income is to be deter-
mined by computing the taxable income of the branch in func-
tional currency and then converting at the appropriate exchange
rate (i.e., a weighted-average exchange rate for the tax period
over which the income or loss is derived).6 9 An exchange gain or
loss is recognized to the extent the relative value of the currency
remitted differs from the value determined when the income or
loss was earned. The exchange gain or loss is allocated to the resi-
dence of the QBU for purposes of sourcing.
I.R.C. § 985(a)(functional currency); Treas. Reg. § 1.985-1(a)()(1989)(defining
functional currency as either the dollar or QBU). A QBU is any separate and clearly
identified unit of a trade or business of a taxpayer that maintains separate books and
records. I.R.C. § 989(a)(qualified business unit); Treas. Reg. § 1.989(a)-l(b) (1990) (de-
fining a qualified business unit).
" Treas. Reg. § 1.985-1 (c)(2)(1989)(providing the factors to determine the economic
environment in which a significant part of the QBU's activities are conducted).
" I.R.C. § 985(b)(defining functional currency); Treas. Reg. § 1.985.1(b)(1989).
"' Treas. Reg. §§ 1.985-2 (electing to use U.S. dollar as functional currency of an
"eligible QBU"), 1.985-3 (1989)(defining the U.S. dollar approximate separate transac-
tions method).
88 See Treas. Reg. § 1.985-1(0, ex.(5)(1989).
88 I.R.C. § 987 (branch transactions).
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Remittances of foreign branch earnings are treated as having
been made pro rata out of accumulated earnings of the branch.
Accumulated earnings for this purpose are taxable income under
U.S. principles of pooling, less any foreign taxes paid. If the tax-
payer elects to claim foreign taxes as a credit (in lieu of a deduc-
tion), an amount equal to the foreign taxes paid (tax equivalent
amount) is converted at the exchange rate in effect on the date of
payment.' °
The earnings and profits of the foreign corporation are main-
tained in the functional currency of the foreign corporation."1 In
calculating a U.S. taxpayer's foreign tax credit, any foreign taxes
paid by the foreign corporation must be converted into U.S. dol-
lars using the exchange rate as of the time such taxes were paid.
72
On the actual or deemed distribution of earnings and profits from
a foreign corporation, a U.S. taxpayer is required to convert such
amounts at the current exchange rate on the date such distribu-
tion is included in income. 73 Exchange gain or loss is not recog-
nized separately if the earnings and profits have not been included
previously in the income of the U.S. taxpayer (unless an earlier
inclusion under subpart F occurred).7 Any gains or losses arising
from transactions involving currencies other than the corporation's
functional currency are treated as ordinary income or loss, regard-
less if resulting from the sale of a capital asset.7 5 If any section
988 transaction is part of a 988 hedging transaction, all transac-
tions which are part of the hedging transaction will be integrated
and treated as a single transaction.'
6
'o I.R.S. Notice 89-74, 1989-1 C.B. 739.
I.R.C. § 986 (determining foreign taxes and foreign corporation's earnings and
profits).
72 I.R.C. § 986(a)(1)(A) (mandating the translation of foreign income taxes into dol-
lars using the exchange rates as of the time such taxes were paid).
73 I.R.C. § 986(b)(2) (translating earnings and profits into dollars using the appropri-
ate exchange rate).
"' I.R.C. § 986(c)(previously taxed earnings and profits).
"1 I.R.C. § 988(a)(l)(treating certain foreign currency transactions).
" I.R.C. § 988(d)(l)(treating § 988 hedging transactions). This provision applies to
tax years ending on or after December 31, 1993, id.
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VI. FOREIGN LEVIES
A. Treatment of Different Entities
If a domestic corporation uses the foreign taxes paid as a sec-
tion 901(a) credit," the tax is determined and credited under sec-
tion 901(b),'7 8 subject to the 904 limitations,79 plus any amount of
tax deemed to have been paid under sections 902 and 960.80 The
election to claim a credit or a deduction is made on an annual
basis. The election may be changed prior to the expiration of the
period for making a refund claim of U.S. income tax for the par-
ticular tax year. 81 The foreign tax credit is available to a U.S.
corporation only if it elects to treat all foreign taxes paid (includ-
ing those paid indirectly) as credits against its U.S. income tax
liability.
82
The parent of an affiliated group filing a consolidated tax re-
turn makes the election to claim a foreign tax credit for the entire
group.' If the parent elects to claim a foreign tax credit, no mem-
1, I.R.C. § 901(a)(taxes of foreign countries and U.S. possessions); see also I.R.C.
§ 27(a) (providing that taxes paid to a foreign government are allowed as a credit against
U.S. taxes to the extent provided in § 901).
78 I.R.C. § 901(b) (providing credit for foreign "income, war profits, and excess prof-
its taxes"). A foreign payment must come within the U.S. meaning of income tax to qual-
ify for the credit. Biddle v. Comm'r, 302 U.S. 573, 579 (1938).
" I.R.C. § 904(d). The use of foreign tax credits as a direct reduction against U.S.
tax is subject to eight separate foreign tax credit limitations by statutory categories under
§ 904(d) and an additional limitation for foreign oil and gas extraction income (FOGEI)
and foreign oil related income (FORI) under § 907. CFC's are subject to look-through
rules. The separate statutory categories of the CFC's income are maintained with the re-
ceipt of a dividend or an inclusion under the subpart F rules. I.R.C. § 904(d)(3)(look-
through rules for CFC); Treas. Reg. § 1.904-5 (1992)(look-through rules for CFC). Also,
FOGEI and FORI are treated as income subject to a separate limitation and are subject to
the CFC look-through rules. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.904-5 (1992), 1.907(a)-l(f)(1991)(§ 904
limitation).
1* See I.R.C. §§ 902 (deemed paid tax credit), 960 (taxes paid by a foreign
corporation).
11 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-1(d) (as amended in 1987)(defining the period during which
election can be made or changed). A special rule allows a claim for refund to be filed at
any time within ten years from the last date prescribed for filing the return for refund with
respect to foreign taxes. I.R.C. § 6511 (d)(3). Also, the period may be extended further by
agreement. I.R.C. § 6511(c).
02 I.R.C. § 275(a)(4)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(b)(l)(iv) (as amended in 1979)
(prohibiting deducting directly paid taxes and taking a tax credit for deemed paid taxes in
the same year).
83 I.R.C. § 1501 provides that "an affiliated group of corporations shall ... have the
privilege of making a consolidated return with respect to the income tax . . . for the taxable
year in lieu of separate returns," Affiliated groups are defined as one or more chains of
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ber of the affiliated group can claim a deduction for foreign
taxes .' Foreign corporations are not "includible corporations"
within an affiliated group. A U.S. parent corporation, therefore,
will usually form a domestic subsidiary to function as a branch
operation in a particular foreign country. This limits foreign lia-
bility and still allows obtaining direct deductions and credits for
the consolidated tax return.8 5
Partnerships are also common in the petroleum industry.
Each partner claims his proportionate share of foreign taxes paid
or accrued by the partnership.8 6 A domestic corporate partner
may claim its distributive share of foreign taxes paid or accrued
by a partnership, including foreign taxes deemed paid by the part-
nership on dividends received from a foreign corporation in which
the corporate partner owns, through the partnership, at least ten
percent of the voting stock of the foreign corporation.
8 7
The creditability of a levy is determined separately for each
foreign levy on the basis of whether each levy constitutes a tax
and, if so, whether its predominant character is that of an income
tax in the U.S. sense.88 Each foreign levy89 is creditable for U.S.
includible corporations connected in a specific way through stock ownership with a common
parent. I.R.C. § 1504(a).
I.R.C. 275 (disallowing a deduction for income, war profits and excess profit
taxes imposed by a foreign country if taxpayer takes the benefits of § 901); Treas. Reg.
§ 1.1502-4(a)(as amended in 1990)(consolidated foreign tax credit); see also I.R.C.
§ 904(i) (preventing the avoidance of the foreign tax credit limitation for two or more
domestic corporations that would be members of the same affiliated group).
85 See I.R.C. § 1504(b)(3).
I.R.C. §§ 901(b)(5) (partnerships and estates), 702(a)(6)(taxes described in
§ 901); Arundel Corp. v, United States, 102 F. Supp. 1019, 1023 (Ct. CI. 1952)(holding a
corporate partner may claim credit for its pro rata share of partnership taxes, if the corpo-
rate partner is liable for the tax).
81 Rev. Rul. 85-3, 1985-1 C.B. 222; Rev. Rul. 71-517, 1971-2 C.B. 268; Rev. Rul. 71-
141, 1971-1 C.B. 211. If the U.S. parent and its subsidiaries collectively own 10% or more
of the foreign corporation, but neither the U.S. parent nor the subsidiaries individually own
at least 10%, the parent's indirect ownership is not sufficient to permit the U.S. parent to
claim the deemed paid credit on its consolidated return. Rev. Rul. 85-3, 1985-1 C.B. 222.
The consolidated return regulations do not provide for affiliate aggregation to meet the
ownership requirement of § 902(a). First Chicago Corp. v. Comm'r, 96 T.C. 14 (1991)
(denying the aggregation theory of satisfying the § 902 requirement of 10% ownership for
a consolidated group); Treas. Reg. §§ 1.1502-4(c)(as amended in 1980), 1.1502-34 (as
amended in 1966); see Rev. Rul. 84-6, 1984-1 C.B. 178 (holding voting power is the deter-
mining factor in the 10% ownership requirement).
88 I.R.C. § 901. "A foreign levy is an income tax if and only if (i)lt is a tax; and
(ii)The predominant character of that tax is that of an income tax in the U.S. sense."
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(l)(1991)(definition); see Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(3) (1991)
(predominant character).
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foreign tax credit purposes if the levy qualifies under either the
general rule of section 901 or the alternative in-lieu-of tax rule of
section 903.
B. Separate Levies
The creditability of a foreign levy may depend upon whether
a taxing provision is a separate levy or part of a broader tax. For
example, a levy provision by itself may not satisfy section 901 or
section 903 but would be creditable as part of a larger creditable
levy. On the contrary, the single levy provision by itself may be
creditable but would be noncreditable if part of a larger non-
creditable levy.
The question of whether a single levy or separate levies are
imposed by a foreign government depends upon U.S. tax princi-
ples and not upon foreign law. 90 Levies are not separate merely
because different rates are applicable to different taxpayers9 or
because some provisions determining the base of the levy apply,
by their terms or in practice, to some but not all persons subject to
the levy.9" Because levies are imposed in a variety of circum-
stances and manners, it is often difficult to determine whether
they are considered separate levies for tax purposes. Foreign levies
are considered separate to the extent that they are computed on
distinct bases.9"
A levy imposed by one taxing authority, such as a national
government, is separate from a levy imposed by another taxing
authority, such as a political subdivision of the same country.94
However, where the base of a levy is different in kind and not
merely in degree for different classes of persons, the levy is consid-
ered separate for those classes of persons, regardless of whether
the levies are contained in a unitary or separate foreign statutes.9"
A separate base may consist of a particular type of income or of
89 Treas. Reg. §§ 1.901-2(g)(3) (defining a foreign levy as "a levy imposed by a for-
eign country"), 1.901-2(g)(2) (1991) (defining a foreign country as "any foreign state, any
possession of the United States, and any political subdivision of any foreign state or of any
possession of the United States").








an amount unrelated to income.90 If foreign law imposing a levy is
modified for one or more persons subject to the levy by a contract
entered into by such persons and the foreign country, then a sepa-
rate levy is imposed for purposes of sections 901 and 903.
97
Each separate levy must be analyzed to determine whether it
is an income tax under section 901 or a tax in-lieu-of an income
tax under section 903. 98 If foreign law imposes a levy that is the
sum of two or more separately computed amounts and each
amount is computed by reference to a separate base, separate le-
vies are imposed for purposes of sections 901 and 903. 99 Amounts
are not separately computed merely for purposes of a preliminary
computation prior to being combined as a single base.' Under an
example in the regulations, a levy of fifteen percent on realized
net income plus a levy of three percent on net worth represent two
levies on separately computed amounts, computed by reference to
a separate base.' Under another example, a levy is the sum of
the products of different rates applied to different bases. 102 De-
ductible expenditures are allocated to the respective income gener-
ating the deduction in computing each base. 08
If allocated deductible expenditures exceed the gross amount
of a specified type of income, the excess may not be applied
against income of a different type.104 Thus, each of the levies on
the separate bases is a separate levy for purposes of sections 901
and 903.111 However, if excess deductible expenditures allocated
to one type of income are applied against other types of income in
the same taxable period or in a different taxable period and the
same rate applies, the levies are considered a single levy for pur-
poses of sections 901 and 903.'"1 Under a further example, the
excess deductible expenditures allocated to any type of income
other than investment income are offset against other income, in-
cluding investment income, according to a specified set of applica-
"Id.
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(d)(2)(1991)(contractual modifications).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(d)(1)(1991).
, Id.
101 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(d)(3), ex. (1)(1991).




" Id. at cx.(4).
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tion priorities. 0 7 Excess deductible expenditures allocated to in-
vestment income are not applied against any other type of
income.108 However, all of the levies are treated as a single levy
for purposes of sections 901 and 903.109
C. General Rule under Section 901
A foreign levy that is a creditable tax under the general rule
of section 901 represents a compulsory payment pursuant to the
authority of a foreign country to levy taxes, and the predominant
character of the levy must be likely to reach "net gain" by appli-
cation under normal circumstances." 0 The determination is made
through reference to U.S. law and not to the law of the foreign
country.'
A levy is not a compulsory payment pursuant to the authority
of a foreign country to the extent the taxpayer receives a specific
economic benefit in exchange for payment of the levy. " 2 The spe-
cific economic benefit rules are discussed in connection with the
dual capacity taxpayer rules under part VII. of this article. The
predominant character test is not satisfied to the extent the levy
depends on the availability of a credit for the levy against the in-
come tax liability of another country (i.e., a "soak-up" tax)." 3
The soak-up tax rules are discussed under part VI.E. of this arti-
cle. Under the predominant character test, the levy is deemed to
reach net gain, if the realization, gross receipts and net income
requirements are satisfied.""
1. Realization Requirement
The imposition of the foreign tax must follow the realization
of income under U.S. income tax principles."' A levy satisfies the
realization requirement if it is imposed on the basis of: (I)an
" Id. at ex.(5).
10I Id.
l00 Id.
o Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(i), (3)(i)(1991)(stating the predominant character of
foreign tax is that of an income tax if it is likely to reach net gain in the normal circum-
stances in which it applies).
"1 Id.
11I Id.
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(3)(ii)(1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(2)(1991)(e.g., if proceeds on the sale of oil and gas are
taxable as produced and sold).
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event which would result in the realization of income under the
U.S. Code ("realization events"); (2)an event prior to a realiza-
tion event, provided the consequence of such event is the entire or
partial recapture of a deduction, credit or other tax allowance pre-
viously accorded to the taxpayer ("prerealization event"); or (3)if
the foreign country does not impose a second tax on the same in-
come (or, if a second tax is imposed, a credit or other relief is
allowed) .16
The prerealization event tax must be based upon either the
difference in values at the beginning and end of a period or an
event which is the transfer or export of readily marketable prop-
erty (e.g., inventory).1 1 7 The realization test is not met if a gener-
ally imposed corporate income tax base is not adjusted to prevent
the same income from being taxed twice, once as prerealization
income under a petroleum tax and then upon subsequent sale
under a generally imposed corporate income tax.
The Service has ruled that the Mexican assets tax is not a
creditable tax since it is imposed on the average yearly value of
certain assets, which does not satisfy the realization require-
ment. " 8 The Mexican levy also does not satisfy the gross receipts
and the net income requirements." 9
2. Gross Receipts Requirement
The levy must be imposed on the basis of either actual gross
receipts or gross receipts computed under a method likely to pro-
duce an amount that is not greater than the fair market value of
gross receipts. The alternate method may be used if: (1)gross re-
ceipts would not otherwise be fairly reflected, or (2)the event is a
prerealization event involving either the recapture of tax benefits
or a deemed distribution. 2 '
For example, a country imposes a separate tax on income
from the extraction of petroleum. The gross receipts from extrac-
tion are deemed to equal one hundred and five percent of the fair
market value of the petroleum extracted.1"1 The tax on extraction
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(2)(i)(1991).
"1 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(2)(i)(C)(1991).
"' Rev. Rul. 91-45, 1991-2 C.B. 336, 337.
11 Id.
120 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(3)(1991)(e.g., the revenues received are subject to a levy
based on the fair market value of the oil and gas).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(3)(ii), ex. (3)(1991).
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income does not satisfy the gross receipts requirement, since the
tax is not likely to produce an amount that is not greater than fair
market value.12 However, if the tax satisfies the requirements of
regulation 1.903-1(a), it may qualify as a tax in-lieu-of an income
tax under section 903.113 If the method used to determine gross
receipts is likely to produce a result which is not greater than fair
market value, it is immaterial whether the method actually pro-
duces an amount substantially greater than fair market value
when applied to a particular taxpayer."2 " The levy in the example
satisfies the gross receipts requirement.
12 5
One letter ruling provides insights into numerous factual vari-
ances."2 6 Under the ruling, a foreign petroleum income tax was
found creditable since it was imposed on actual gross receipts or,
as to crude oil transferred other than by sale, on fair market
value.'2 7 A partnership conducting foreign oil and gas exploration
and production operations was not subject to the host country's
income tax but paid a petroleum income tax satisfying the realiza-
tion requirement of regulation 1.901-2(b)(2)(i).' 28 The deemed
sales of oil were taxed as if the fair market value of the oil was
gross income, and deductions were permitted from gross in-
come. 1 9 If the country's tax authority decided that a taxpayer's
determination was not the fair market value of chargeable petro-
leum, the dispute would be settled by a price review committee.' 30
Since the method used to determine the fair market value of crude
oil transferred, other than by sale, is a method which is likely to
produce an amount not greater than fair market value, the Service
concluded that the gross receipts requirement of regulation 1.901-
2(b)(3) was met by the petroleum income tax.' A foreign petro-
leum income tax was creditable when it permitted deductions
from gross income for interest, rent, maintenance and repair costs,
local taxes, intangible drilling expenses, exploration, appraisal and
development wells, depreciation, amortization of capital expendi-
122 Id.
123 Id.
"I Id. at ex. (2).
ia Id.








tures, cash royalties paid, bad debts, loss carryforwards, contribu-
tions to employee benefit plans and charitable contributions. 32 A
forty-five percent tax was levied on the resulting tax base.133
3. Net Income Requirement
The net income requirement is satisfied if the base of the levy
is computed by reducing gross receipts to permit either the recov-
ery of significant costs and expenses attributable to the gross re-
ceipts or the recovery of significant costs and expenses in a man-
ner that approximates recovery under reasonable principles.34
Interest, depletion and royalty deductions are considered as signif-
icant expenses in determining the net income requirement. The
denial of some costs will not violate the net income requirement if
the amount of such costs is insignificant.135 A levy satisfies the net
income requirement, even if it permits recovery at a different time
than under the I.R.C., unless the delay effectively denies recov-
ery."'8 If the foreign law denies recovery of some significant ex-
penses, but provides allowances compensating for the nonrecovery,
the law will be deemed to allow recovery.
1 37
Under the net income requirement, a taxpayer is allowed to
net profits and losses from different contract oil and gas areas and
different tax years within the same trade or business, unless the
length of the delay effectively denies the offset." 8 The net income
requirement does not require that profits and losses from one
trade or business (e.g., crude oil production) offset a taxpayer's
profit and losses from another trade or business (e.g., oil process-
'3 Id.
133 Id.
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(I) (net gain), (4) (1991) (net income); see Inland Steel
Co. v. United States, 677 F.2d 72, 80 (Ct.CI. 1982)(requiring weight to be placed on net
income); American Metal Co. v. Comm'r, 221 F.2d 134 (2d Cir. 1955)(levying on value of
the mineral extracted without an allowance for expenses); New York & Honduras Rosario
Mining Co. v. Comm'r, 168 F.2d 745, 748 (2d Cir. 1948)(requiring weight to be placed on
net income).
'"Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(4)(i)(1991).
Id.; see Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(8), ex. (4) (1983) (foreign law allowed certain
expenses to be deducted only by amortization over fifty years, which was effectively a de-
nial of recovery).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(4)(i)(1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(b)(4)(ii)(1991). For example, a foreign petroleum tax may
be imposed on a field-by-field basis (known as "ring-fencing") in which expenditures and
losses of one field cannot offset income from another field.
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ing) if the foreign law provides for reasonable loss carryforwards
or carrybacks. 1 9
An income tax that is intentionally structured to tax "artifi-
cial or fictitious income" or one levied on a posted price fails the
net gain requirement by not being based upon the gain or profit
realized by the taxpayer. 140 If an income tax does not satisfy the
general rule, it may be creditable as an in-lieu-of tax.' 4 If the
foreign levy does not qualify as a tax, the payment may still be
deductible as a royalty or other business expense.
D. In-Lieu-of Tax under Section 903
Although one of the predominant character tests may not be
met, the foreign levy might qualify as a creditable tax if it meets
the in-lieu-of tax requirements. Section 903 allows a credit for a
tax imposed in-lieu-of an income tax. The in-lieu-of tax is a sub-
stitute tax and is not in addition to the "otherwise generally im-
posed income tax."' 42 A levy imposed on all foreign residents do-
ing business within a foreign jurisdiction is an otherwise generally
imposed income tax, even if residents and locally-owned busi-
nesses are not taxed. 4' A levy on only one industry is not an oth-
erwise generally imposed income tax.'44
The foreign tax base may be gross income, gross receipts,
sales, or the number of units produced or exported. 4" However,
the base need not relate to realized net income. 4" The foreign
country's purpose in imposing the levy, including administrative
difficulty in determining the base of the income tax, is immate-
rial. ' 7 The tax burden of the in-lieu-of tax need not be the same
as, or less than, the tax burden resulting under the generally im-
posed income tax. 4 8
lag Id.
... Rev. Rul. 78-63, 1978-1 C.B. 228, 230, withdrawn with respect to future transac-
tions by, Rev. Rul. 84-172, 1984-2 C.B. 315.
"' I.R.C. § 903 (credit for taxes in-lieu-of income taxes); Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1
(1983)(taxes in-lieu-of income taxes).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(1)(substitution)(1983).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(3), ex. (4)(1983).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(8), ex. (5)(1983).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(a)(1983).
149 Id.
147 Id.
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(1)(1983).
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A levy is creditable as an in-lieu-of tax if the levy is a tax
within the general rule under regulation 1.901-2(a)(2)' 9 and the
substitution requirement is satisfied. 150 The general rule under
regulation 1.901-2(a)(2) requires a compulsory payment pursuant
to the authority of a foreign country to levy taxes but not as a
compulsory payment in exchange for a specific economic benefit.
Like a tax under section 901, the in-lieu-of tax is subject to reduc-
tion by the dual capacity taxpayer rules' 5 ' and cannot be a soak-
up tax.'52 The substitution requirement is defined as a levy im-
posed in substitution for, and not in addition to, an income tax or
a series of income taxes otherwise generally imposed.15 3 To meet
the substitution requirement the levy cannot merely supplement
an income tax but must provide an exemption for those subject to
the levy.' 5" Substitution requires an exemption from, not merely a
reduction in, the otherwise generally imposed income tax.'55
E. Soak-up Tax Rule, Subsidies and Multiple Levies
1. Soak-Up Tax Rule
Although a foreign tax may satisfy the predominant charac-
ter test, it will not be an income tax if it is a soak-up tax. A soak-
up tax is one that is imposed by the host country only if a tax
credit is available outside the host country. 16 If credit availability
is not the only reason for the tax, such as a tax imposed on a
significant number of non-credit country residents, then the tax
may not be considered a soak-up tax. 57 However, a tax which on
149 Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(a)(1)(1983).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(a)(2)(1983).
's' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(a)(I) (1983)(applying separate levy rules to dual capacity
taxpayers).
152 Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(2)(1983)(soak-up taxes).
" Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(1)(1983); see Tech. Adv. Mere. 91-490-45 (Mar. 1,
1991) (holding the Japanese withholding tax on dividends meets the substitution require-
ment of Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(1), since the tax is in substitution for, and not in addi-
tion to, Japan's generally imposed income tax). In Rev. Rul. 91-45, the Mexican assets tax
is not a creditable tax under § 903, since the levy did not satisfy the substitution require-
ment. Taxpayers are subject to both the assets tax and an income tax. Thus, the assets tax
is imposed in addition to the income tax. Rev. Rul. 91-45, 1991-2 C.B. 336.
I" Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(3), ex. (5)(1983).
15 Id.
, Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(c)(l)(1991)(soak-up taxes).
157 See Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(c)(2), exs. (2), (3)(1991) (demonstrating the availabil-
ity of a tax credit outside the host country).
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its face applies to all taxpayers but is enforced only against resi-
dents of countries that allow a credit is a soak-up tax.
For example, consider a withholding tax on host country
source dividends or profits paid or credited to non-resident share-
holders. The tax is only in effect if the country of the recipient
allows the tax to be credited against the recipient's resident tax
liability. This tax is not creditable under either section 901 or
903.158 The soak-up tax rule under section 901 is similar to the
soak-up tax rule under section 903, except that the otherwise gen-
erally imposed income tax is not a soak-up tax in the absence of
the in-lieu-of tax. 159
2. Subsidy
Foreign tax credits are denied when the amount paid or ac-
crued, although designated as a "tax" by the foreign government,
is used to provide a subsidy.1"' A subsidy includes any benefit con-
ferred, directly or indirectly, by a foreign country."' A subsidy
may include a rebate, a refund, a credit, a deduction, a payment,
a discharge of an obligation, or other similar benefits to the tax-
payer, to a related person (within the meaning of section 482), to
any party to the transaction, or to any party to a related transac-
tion."'2 The amount of the subsidy is determined, directly or indi-
rectly, by reference to either the amount of the levy or the base
used to compute the levy amount. 6 s Whether the taxpayer derives
an actual benefit from the subsidy is irrelevant. ""
The regulations illustrate subsidy treatment for oil and gas
operators as dual capacity taxpayers subject to regulation 1.901-
,' See Rev. Rul. 87-39, 1987-1 C.B. 180. A tax will meet the substitution require-
ment of § 903 if it is not a soak-up tax. Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(2)(1983).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(3), exs. (6), (7)(1983).
IJo I.R.C. § 901(i)(using taxes to provide subsidies). Section 901(i) was added by the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, based partly upon the concern of Congress that certain foreign
withholding taxes were never collected by particular foreign governments, but a tax credit
resulted to the U.S. taxpayer. STAFF OF THE JOINT COMM. ON TAXATION, 99TH CONG., 2D
SESS., SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON H.R 3838 (TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986)
56-57 (Comm. Print 1986).
,e' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(3)(ii) (1991)(stating substance not form governs the de-
termination of whether a subsidy exists).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(3)(i)(1991); see T.D. 8372, 1991-2 C.B. 338 (explaining
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(3) on subsidies).
'e Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(3)(i)(1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(3)(ii)(1991).
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2(a)(2)(ii). 6 5 For example, if another party to the transaction,
such as the state-owned oil company, agrees to assume the tax-
payer's liability of a creditable section 901 levy, there is no sub-
sidy and the taxpayer, a dual capacity taxpayer, is considered to
have paid the tax liability.'6 6 However, if a party to the transac-
tion, such as the state oil company, assumes the taxpayer's tax
liability and that party is permitted by the foreign government to
take a credit against its own tax liability for a specified portion of
the taxpayer's income taxes, a subsidy would exist for the credited
portion of the tax.16
Under another example in the regulations, a dual capacity
taxpayer, the host country and the state petroleum authority enter
into a production sharing agreement.'6 " The host country, under
the agreement, grants the petroleum authority a tax credit equal
to one-half of the taxes paid by the taxpayer.' 9 One-half of the
income taxes paid by the taxpayer, credited against the liability of
the petroleum authority, constitutes a subsidy.17 ° If the petroleum
authority receives a general appropriation from the host country
without reference to the taxes paid by the taxpayer, a subsidy
would not exist.' 1
The use of an official exchange rate, under certain circum-
stances, is not a subsidy even though the rate is determined, di-
rectly or indirectly, by reference to the amount of the income tax
or to the base used to compute the amount of tax. 7 2 The official
exchange rate rule, illustrated in example (3) under regulation
1.901-2(e)(3)(iv), adopts the position of Revenue Ruling 84-
143, '7 which states that the use of the official exchange rate of
the Mexican Exchange Control Decree is not a subsidy.
7 4
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(3)(iv), exs. (4), (5)(1991). Examples (4) and (5) were
added to the regulations to clarify the treatment for dual capacity taxpayers that deal with
governmental agencies and define when the taxpayer will be treated as receiving indirect
subsidies from such agencies. T.D. 8372, 1991-2 C.B. 338-39.
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(f)(2)(i), (ii), ex. (3)(1991). Example (3) provides that even
though a government assumes a taxpayer's liability for tax due under an otherwise gener-
ally imposed income tax, the taxpayer may be entitled to claim a foreign tax credit if all
other tests are satisfied. T.D. 8372, 1991-2 C.B. 338-39.




Id. at ex. (5).
.72 T.D. 8372, 1991-2 C.B. 338-39.
173 Id.
"I Rev. Rul. 84-143, 1984-2 C.B. 127.
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3. Multiple Levies Rule
The multiple levies rule applies when the amount of a foreign
levy is reduced by the amount of a second levy. The amount con-
sidered paid pursuant to the second levy is an amount equal to its
entire liability for that levy, and the remainder of the amount paid
is considered paid pursuant to the first levy." 5 However, the inter-
action of a noncreditable tax with a creditable tax does not affect
the creditability of the creditable tax and does not offset the cred-
itable tax for foreign tax credit purposes.7
Consider a host country that imposes an income tax and an
excise tax payable independently of the income tax.'7 The excise
tax is allowed as a credit against the income tax .'7 Applying the
multiple levies rule, the amount of excise tax considered paid to
the host country by the taxpayer is the full amount of the excise
tax. The amount of the income tax considered paid is the amount
of the tentative precredit income tax less the amount of the credit
for the excise tax.'
79
VII. DUAL CAPACITY TAXPAYER RULES
Because oil and gas reserves are usually owned by the host
government and because the foreign income tax can also function
as a royalty payment, the actual amount of the foreign levies paid
as a creditable tax is a difficult determination in the natural re-
source area. The dual capacity taxpayer rules attempt to address
that situation by bifurcating the foreign levy into a creditable in-
come tax and a royalty payment.
A foreign levy will not be considered a tax to the extent that
the payment also confers, either directly or indirectly,' a specific
economic benefit from the foreign country to the taxpayer.' 8 ' A
dual capacity taxpayer is considered as any taxpayer who receives
a special economic benefit from a foreign government and is a tax-
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(e)(4)(1991)(multiple levies).
Rev. Rul. 91-45, 1991-2 C.B. 336 (applying the multiple levies rule of Treas. Reg.
§ 1.901-2(e)(4)(i)(1991) to the relationship of the Mexican assets tax to the Mexican in-
come tax, since the amount of income tax paid by a taxpayer for a taxable year could be
offset against the taxpayer's assets tax for the same year).
Treas. Reg. § 1.903-1(b)(3), ex. (5)(1983).
"* Id.
179 Id.
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(E)(1991)(indirect receipt of a benefit).
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(1991 )(dual capacity taxpayers).
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payer of that government. 82 A "specific economic benefit" is "an
economic benefit that is not made available on substantially the
same terms to substantially all persons who are subject to the in-
come tax otherwise generally imposed by the foreign country, or,
if there is no such otherwise generally imposed income tax ...,"
is not available to the general population.""3 A concession to ex-
tract government-owned natural resources is, by definition, a spe-
cific economic benefit.18 ' The term "specific economic benefit" is
defined very broadly and includes:
property; a service; a fee or other payment; a right to use, ac-
quire or extract resources, patents or other property that a for-
eign country owns or controls (within the meaning of paragraph
(a)(2)(ii)(D) of this section); or a reduction or discharge of a
contractual obligation.185
Although a foreign country may not own certain property, a coun-
try controls the property under paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(D) if the
country "exhibits substantial indicia of ownership ... by both reg-
ulating the quantity of property that may be extracted and estab-
lishing the minimum price at which it may be disposed of."' 8
If the application of a levy is different either by the terms of
the levy or in practice for dual capacity taxpayers, then that dif-
ference is considered to be related to a specific economic benefit
received by the dual capacity taxpayer from the foreign coun-
try. 18 7 The difference must be in kind and not merely in degree.'
The levy, as applicable to such dual capacity taxpayers, is a sepa-
rate levy within the meaning of regulation 1.901-2(d).'8s Each
levy must be analyzed separately as to dual capacity and other
taxpayers to determine whether each levy qualifies as an income
tax within the meaning of section 901 or a tax in-lieu-of an in-
182 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(A)(199t)(general explanation),
183 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(B)(1991)(specific economic benefit).
184 Id.
"I Id. The "right or privilege merely to engage in business generally or to engage in
business in a particular form" does not represent a specific economic benefit. However, the
taxpayer receives an economic benefit from a foreign government whenever the taxpayer
receives a payment for providing goods or services to the foreign government, id.
188 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(ii)(D)(1991)(control of property).
187 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(a)(l)(1983)(explaining generally).
,88 Id.
I89 Id.; see Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(d)(l)(1991)(creating separate levies where there
are differences in kind, not merely in degree).
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come tax under section 903. 11 If the application of the levy, by
terms and in practice, is not different for dual capacity taxpayers
and other persons or if the only difference is a lower rate, then
that levy is a single levy, and no part represents a payment in
exchange for a specific economic benefit.' 9 '
If deductions and allowances for recovery of capital expendi-
tures attributable to gross income are permitted under a country's
corporate levy but such deductions and recovery are not permitted
for a taxpayer engaged in the exploitation of minerals, then the
application of the levy to dual capacity taxpayers is different from
its application to other taxpayers and represents a separate levy
which must be analyzed separately under section 901 or 903.19
The question is whether the levy makes a distinction between dual
capacity taxpayers and other taxpayers. 9a The application of a
foreign levy to dual capacity taxpayers is presumed to be different
in practice, even if no such difference is apparent by the terms of
the statute.194 The taxpayer claiming the credit has the burden of
establishing that the application of the levy to dual capacity tax-
payers does not differ in practice from application to other
taxpayers. 95
A levy may consist of a compulsory payment of tax qualify-
ing for foreign tax credit and a compulsory payment for a specific
economic benefit. That levy must be apportioned between these
distinct elements.' 8 The amount qualifying for the foreign tax
credit must satisfy either a facts and circumstances method or the
safe harbor formula.197 Similarly, the excess amount, considered a
specific economic benefit payment for the oil and gas extraction, is
deemed a royalty payment."9 " The nature of the excess is charac-
terized by the transaction and the specific economic benefit re-
190 Id.
191 Id.
... Treas.Reg. § 1.901-2A(a)(2), ex. (3)(1983).
193 Id.
'" Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(a)(1)(1983).
lo Id.
I96 ld. (requiring the taxpayer to establish the portion of the levy that qualifies for the
foreign tax credit); see Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(a)(2)(i)(1991)(requiring the taxpayer to es-
tablish the amount that is paid pursuant to the distinct element of the foreign levy that is a
tax).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(b)(l)(burden of proof), (c)(2)(facts and circumstances
method), (e)(I)(1983)(safe harbor formula).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(b)(l)(1983)(burden of proof for dual capacity taxpayers).
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ceived.' 99 If the transaction is a mineral concession, the excess will
be characterized as a royalty payment for all purposes of the
Code."' 0
A. Facts and Circumstances Test
A dual capacity taxpayer claiming a credit may establish,
based upon all of the relevant facts and circumstances, the
amount paid pursuant to a qualifying levy that is not paid in ex-
change for a specific economic benefit. Upon meeting the burden
of proof, that amount is the amount of the levy qualifying for
credit.2"' Under the facts and circumstances method, the taxpayer
must satisfy three requirements: (1)the levy applies in the same
manner to income from transactions with the government as it
does to income from transactions with private persons; (2)the tax-
payers subject to tax have significant transactions with private
persons; and (3)the income subject to the tax derived by all the
taxpayers is not predominately derived from government
sources.10 2 With the facts and circumstances method, both the
methodology and results of the safe harbor method are
irrelevant.
203
Consider a foreign country which does not have a generally
imposed income tax but places a levy on all banks.2 0 Because all
of the banks lend money to the government and the interest rate
paid by the government for loans is not made available by the
government on substantially the same terms to the population, the
levy is imposed only on dual capacity taxpayers.2 6 The example
makes the assumption that all of the requirements of section 901
are satisfied for the levy, except the determination of the distinct
element of the levy that is a tax and the qualifying amount.20 6
Although a levy may be found to be a tax in its entirety under the
facts and circumstances test, the other requirements of sections




"'2 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(c)(2)(i)(1983)(facts and circumstances method).
2 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(c)(2)(ii), ex. (1)(1983).
002 Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(c)(2)(i),(ii), exs. (2), (3)(1983).
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Because (1)the levy applies in the same manner to income from
the taxpayers' transactions with the government as it does to in-
come from transactions with private persons, (2)there are signifi-
cant transactions (either in volume or in amount) with private
persons, and (3)the portion of the taxpayers' income derived from
government transactions and from private transactions varies
greatly among the taxpayers subject to the levy, no portion of the
levy is paid in exchange for a specific economic benefit.20 8 The
entire amount of the levy is a qualifying tax.2"'
B. Safe Harbor Method
Under the safe harbor method, the dual capacity taxpayer
claiming the credit makes an election as provided under regulation
1.901-2A(d) with respect to one or more foreign countries and
foregoes a facts and circumstances determination. For a consoli-
dated U.S. income tax return, the affiliated group, on behalf of all
members, must elect to use the safe harbor method.2 10 The dual
capacity taxpayer elects to split, by formula, a levy in which the
tax portion is otherwise creditable under section 901 or 903.211
The safe harbor formula yields a qualifying amount that is
approximately equal to the amount of the otherwise generally im-
posed income tax of the foreign country placed on non-dual capac-
ity taxpayers.2 1 2 If the foreign country imposes no otherwise gen-
erally imposed income tax, the taxpayer must use the lesser of the
rate of the qualifying levy or the current U.S. statutory corporate
rate for that year.2 1 a The safe harbor formula calculates the quali-
fying amount of the foreign levy for foreign tax credit purposes. 4
208 Id.
209 Id.
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(d)(1)(1983)(scope of election).
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A (1983).
"] Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(1983)(safe harbor formula). The safe harbor method
provides a mechanical formula that factors in the rate of the generally imposed income tax
and indicates the creditable amount, id.
233 1.R.C. § I I(b)(5) (statutory corporate rate); Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(5)(1983).
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e) (1983). The equation to determine the qualifying
amount is: qualifying amount = (A-B-C) x [D/(I-D)], where A - gross receipts, B
costs and expenses, C = total amount of foreign levy paid in the tax year by dual capacity
taxpayer, and D = otherwise generally imposed tax rate, id. If the taxpayer is subject to
more than one otherwise generally imposed income tax, then the D amount in the safe
harbor formula is the combined rate. Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(7)(1983); see also Treas.




The dual capacity taxpayer must make a timely filed election to
use the safe harbor method.215
If the foreign country has no generally imposed income tax,
the creditable portion of the extraction levy cannot be in-lieu-of a
generally imposed income tax under section 903.16 The levy can
be creditable only under section 901.1 " Thus, the levy (excluding
the nontax portion which is in exchange for a specific economic
benefit) can be creditable under the safe harbor method or the
facts and circumstances method only if it satisfies the realization,
gross receipts and net income requirements of section 901.18
Certain foreign jurisdictions will have generally imposed in-
come tax and petroleum levies that are placed on realized net in-
come but are noncreditable because the tax rate is higher than the
rate imposed under the general income tax. Under the safe harbor
method, the petroleum levies will be split and will be partially
creditable under section 901. 11 If the foreign tax base (1)does not
constitute realized net income but is based on a posted price that
significantly exceeds actual gross receipts or fair market value,
(2)does not provide for the deductibility of significant costs or ex-
penses, or (3)otherwise fails the predominant character test of sec-
tion 901, then the foreign levy will be split and will be partially
creditable under section 903. 220 If the foreign jurisdiction has no
general income tax, petroleum levies can be split and made par-
tially creditable only under section 901.111 Thus, the levy can be
made partially creditable under the safe harbor method only if it
satisfies the predominant character test under section 901, exclud-
ing the specific economic benefit rules.
22
VIII. TAX TREATY APPLICATIONS TO FOREIGN LEVIES
Tax treaties are designed for minimizing double taxation by
limiting the taxation of the source country, avoiding discrimina-
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(d)(1983)(requiring an election statement to be attached
to the U.S. income tax return for the applicable year. The election applies in all subsequent
tax years to all qualifying levies for each country designated in the election, until revoked
with the consent of the Service).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(5)(1983)(no general tax).
217 Id.
218 Id.
9 See Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(8)(1983)(examples).
220 Id.
21, See Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(5)(1983).
222 id.
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tory tax treatment of residents of the treaty countries and al-
lowing reciprocal administrative assistance in preventing tax
avoidance and tax evasion.22 Section 894 provides that the I.R.C.
"shall be applied to any taxpayer with due regard to any treaty
obligation of the United States which applies to such taxpayer. "224
Section 7852 provides that for "determining the relationship be-
tween a provision of a treaty and any law of the United States
affecting revenue, neither the treaty nor the law shall have prefer-
ential status by reason of its being a treaty or law. '22 5 They are to
be construed with equal weight and, if possible, to give effect to
both.22 Although the general rule of construction is that the most
recent document prevails with any contradiction, the basic rule is
that the treaty is overridden only if Congress directly states such
by a subsequent legislative law.
2 27
The Treasury Department's Proposed Model Income Tax
Treaty states the intention of the U.S. Treasury Department to
continue defining creditable taxes in future treaties.228 The 1981
Model Income Tax Treaty represents the current treaty policy of
the U.S. Treasury Department and serves as the preferred U.S.
position and the beginning point for treaty negotiations. "9 Article
23(1) of the Model Treaty provides that, subject to the limitations
of U.S. law, the United States allows credit against U.S. tax for
foreign income taxes paid or deemed paid by U.S. taxpayers. 30
A tax treaty between the United States and a foreign country
may modify the foreign country's taxation of the taxpayer's opera-
tions. For example, the treaty may limit the base on which an
income tax may be imposed, such as to local source income, or it
2' Rev. Proc. 91-23, 1991-1 C.B. 534-35.
24 I.R.C. § 894(a)(1). Both the laws of the United States and treaties are the su-
preme law of the land. U.S. CONST. art. Vi, cl. 2.
-- IR.C. § 7852(d)(1). The provision under § 7852(d) does not prohibit Congress
from passing legislation that overrides a treaty provision. Rev. Rul. 80-223, 1980-2 C.B.
217.
226 Rev. Rul. 80-223, 1980-2 C.B. 217.
227 Id. The mere inconsistency between a provision in a tax treaty and an amendment
to the Code is not sufficient by itself to override the treaty provision, id.
"' ROBERT E. HELLAWELL & RICHARD CRAWFORD PUGH. TAXATION OF TRANSNA-
TIONAL TRANSACTIONS 1987-1988 212-26 (3d ed. 1987) (Model Convention for Avoidance
of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income
and Capital, published by International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, June 16, 1981).
"' On July 17, 1992, the Treasury Department announced that it would be reviewing
and revising the 1981 Model Income Tax Treaty and requested public comments from all
interested parties.
220 HELLAWELL & PUGH, supra note 228.
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may limit the rate of certain taxes. Also, regardless of whether
certain foreign levies satisfy the provisions under section 901 or
903, if the United States has in force a treaty with a particular
foreign country which classifies a foreign levy as an income tax for
purposes of allowing credit for a U.S. tax and if the taxpayer is
entitled to the benefit of and claims credit under the treaty, then
the portion creditable by the treaty is not considered paid for a
specific economic benefit by a dual capacity taxpayer.2"1 However,
if the taxpayer claims the credit under section 901 or 903 instead
of under the treaty provisions, the taxpayer must satisfy all of the
regulations applicable to dual capacity taxpayers under section
901 or section 903.232
Although section 904 requires that the foreign tax credit lim-
itation on oil related income be computed on an overall basis, cer-
tain U.S. income tax treaties impose a separate country limitation
with specific taxes. For example, a treaty may provide that foreign
tax credits for payments that qualify as creditable income taxes
only by reason of the treaty are limited to the U.S. tax on income
derived within the particular country. Thus, the treaty may im-
pose a per-country foreign tax credit limitation with respect to
these taxes. However, the per-country limitation applies only to
certain treaty taxes and only to taxes not otherwise creditable.
Creditable foreign taxes under section 901 or 903 are available to
offset the U.S. tax on all foreign oil related income without regard
to the source of the income. For example, the tax treaty between
the United States and the United Kingdom limits the amount of
U.K. petroleum revenue tax allowed as a foreign tax credit to the
amount of U.K. source income.23 The limitation is applied sepa-
rately to U.K. source oil and gas extraction income, income from
initial transportation, and income from the initial treatment and
the initial storage of hydrocarbons.213
The tax treaty between Norway and the United States limits
the amount allowed as a credit for taxpayers subject to the petro-
leum taxes.235 The taxpayers must separately compute the amount
" Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(b)(2)(1983)(effect of certain treaties).
232 Id.
'31 Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation, Dec. 31, 1975, U.S.-U.K., arts.
2(b), 23(4), 31 U.S.T. 5668, 5671, 5681.
" Id.
13 Protocol Amending the Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation, Sept.
19, 1980, U.S.-Nor., arts. 1-3, 33 U.S.T. 2828, 2831.
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of credit with respect to Norwegian taxes paid on Norwegian
source gas extraction income, oil related income and other Norwe-
gian source income. 36 The amount of credit for each category of
income is limited to the maximum U.S. corporate rate multiplied
by the amount of Norwegian source income in that category.3 7
Treaty benefits are limited to treaty country residents. Treaty
shopping limitation provisions must be reviewed to determine ap-
plicability. Treaty shopping refers to the situation in which a per-
son who is not a resident of either country seeks certain benefits
under the income tax treaty between the two countries. Further-
more, recent U.S. tax treaties contain articles that deny treaty
benefits to income earned by treaty country entities established
only to treaty-shop the United States treaty network. Under Arti-
cle 16 of the Proposed Model Treaty, the Limitation on Benefits
section states that any relief from tax provided by the U.S. to a
resident of the other country under the treaty is inapplicable to
the extent that under the foreign country's law the income, to
which the relief relates, is taxed significantly less than similar in-
come within that foreign country derived by residents of the coun-
try. 38 For example, the use of differences in tax treaties for vari-
ous countries to reduce the withholding tax on dividends at the
source may be a factor in establishing a foreign holding company
or a CFC between the U.S. parent corporation and a foreign oper-
ating company. A withholding tax may be imposed by the source
country on interest, dividends and royalties, and most treaties con-
tain provisions limiting the tax on such income.
The use of a holding company may reduce the foreign tax on
distributed earnings of a foreign operating company to a lesser
amount than if the earnings were distributed directly to the U.S.
parent by the foreign operating company. Since the dividend in-
come of the holding company is foreign base company income
with no ability to accumulate earnings in the holding company, all
of the U.S. corporation's share of the earnings of the foreign oper-
ating company would be distributed as dividends through the
holding company to the U.S. parent. The tax treaty between the
operating country and the holding country may provide a dividend
withholding tax exemption and an exemption from the corporate
tax in the country of the holding company. If the tax treaty be-
I36 d.
Id. at art. 23(b).
238 See HELLAWELL & PUGH, supra note 228.
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tween the country of the holding company and the United States
also provides for a lower withholding rate than between the oper-
ating company's country and the United States, a tax treaty ad-
vantage may exist. Also, a U.S. tax advantage may exist if the
U.S. parent's foreign income tax burden exceeds the foreign tax
credit limitation under section 904.
IX. OIL AND GAS FTC LIMITATION (FOGEI AND FORI)
An oil and gas foreign tax credit limitation is imposed on the
amount of foreign taxes paid with respect to foreign oil and gas
extraction income (FOGEI) and foreign oil related income
(FORI).239 Section 907(a) seeks to prevent excess foreign taxes
paid or accrued (or deemed paid on dividends from foreign corpo-
rations) on oil and gas extraction income from offsetting U.S. tax
on other foreign source income. 24 0 Therefore, the amount allowed
as a foreign tax credit under section 901 or section 903 for foreign
taxes paid with respect to FOGEI is limited by section 907(a).
The amount of foreign taxes allowed for foreign tax credit pur-
poses may not exceed the amount of FOGEI for the tax year mul-
tiplied by the highest rate of U.S. corporate tax." Also, the
amount of foreign taxes allowed cannot include that portion of
foreign tax that imposes a greater rate of tax on income that is
not FORI or FOGEI.2 The purpose of the FORI provision is to
prevent the shifting of income outside the FOGEI category and to
prevent increasing the foreign tax credits in excess of the FOGEI
tax rate limitation.
The term FOGEI is defined as taxable income from sources
outside the United States attributable to the: (1)extraction of
minerals from oil or gas wells in which the taxpayer has an eco-
nomic interest in the minerals in place (or where the income is in
"I I.R.C. § 907 (special rules for foreign oil and gas income). Deductions are appor-
tioned between FOGEI and FORI under the general apportionment rules. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.907(c)-l(f)(2)(taxable income).
The purpose of § 907(a) is that foreign taxes on oil and gas extraction income
should be creditable only to the amount of U.S. taxes on such income. H.R. CONF. REP.
No. 120, 94th Cong., Ist Sess. 39 (1975).
"' I.R.C. § 907(a); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(a)-1(c) (1991) (limiting amount). FOGEI
Limit = (FOGEI) x (highest tax rate). Highest rate of corporate tax under § 11 (b) is
35% beginning on or after January 1, 1993. Treas. Reg. § 1.963-2 (as amended in 1993).
242 I.R.C. § 907(b) (preventing the shifting by some foreign countries of the tax bur-
den from taxes on FOGEI, limited by § 907(a), to taxes on FORI).
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substance attributable to the extraction of minerals), 2 '3 or (2)in-
come from the sale or exchange of assets used in the trade or busi-
ness of extraction (sale of equipment and concession interest).2" '
The term FORI is defined as the taxable income from sources
outside the United States from the processing of minerals ex-
tracted from oil or gas wells into their primary products, the
transportation of such minerals or primary products, and the dis-
tribution or sale of minerals or primary products.2 ,4  FORI also
includes income from the sale or exchange of assets used in the
trade or business of processing, transportation and distribution.24
Both FOGEI and FORI include income from the perform-
ance of directly related services and income from the lease or li-
cense of related property, subject to certain special rules and ex-
ceptions.24" 7 However, the gain or loss from the sale of stock will
not constitute FOGEI or FORI. 248 Dividend and interest income
related to foreign oil and gas activities, which represent passive
income, are excluded from the computation of foreign tax credit
limitations for FOGEI and FORI.24
Gross income from extraction is determined by reference to
the fair market value of the minerals in the immediate vicinity of
the well."'0 Although oil or gas may be disposed of, or may be
"I I.R.C. § 907(c)(l)(A)(extraction); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(b)(1991)(FOGEI
definitions).
"4 I.R.C. § 907(c)(l)(B)(trade or business); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-l(e)(1991)
(assets used in a trade or business).
242 I.R.C. § 907(c)(2)(FORI); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(d)(1991)(defining FORI).
I .R.C. § 907(c)(2)(D)(trade or business assets); see Tech. Adv. Mem. 89-440-02
(July 6, 1989).
247 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-l(g)(directly related income) (1991). If a person renders
services in connection with the discovery and exploration of oil and gas, and compensation
for services is dependent on production, the income is FOGEI (although that person may
not hold an economic interest in the mineral in place). Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-
I(g)(2)(i)(B)(1991) (directly related services-"other circumstances"). For FORI, directly
related services include services performed in relation to the distribution of minerals or
primary products or in connection with the operation of a refinery. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-
l(g)(2)(ii)(1991)(FORI - directly related services). Interest income and certain exchange
gain (or loss) directly related to a FOGEI or FORI activity are considered to be FOGEI or
FORI, respectively. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-l(f)(3), (4), (7) (1991).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-l(e)(3)(1991)(reflecting the decision in Arkansas Best v.
Comm'r, 485 U.S. 212 (1988) that stock of any corporation will not be treated as an asset
used by a person in § 907(c) activities).
249 I.R.C. § 907(c). FOGEI and FORI do not include any dividend or interest income
which is passive income as defined in § 904(d)(2)(A). The provision is applicable for taxa-
ble years beginning after December 31, 1992.
2 0 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(b)(2)(1991)(amount).
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acquired (other than from the foreign government) at a posted
price or at some pricing arrangement independent of the fair mar-
ket value, the computation of FOGEI earned is based upon fair
market value. 51 The gross amount of extraction and oil related
income is reduced by allocable expenses. Since FOGEI is taxable
rather than gross income, the deductions used in computing
FOGEI are determined under the source of income regulations. 52
A partner's distributed share of income from a partnership
will be considered to be FOGEI or FORI to the extent of the
partnership income that is FOGEI or FORI.255 A dividend re-
ceived by a shareholder, entitled to the deemed paid tax credit, is
FOGEI or FORI to the extent the dividend is attributable to un-
distributed earnings and profits that are FOGEI or FORI.25 ' In-
terest from a foreign corporation is FORI to the extent the corre-
sponding interest expense of the corporate payor is properly
allocable and apportionable to gross income that would be FORI
if that corporation were a U.S. corporation."'5
Section 907 regulations provide rules for determining the por-
tion of a dividend received from a foreign corporation constituting
FOGEI.258 Also, the regulations provide rules to compute FOGEI
if a dividend is distributed by a second-tier foreign subsidiary
through a first-tier foreign subsidiary to a U.S. corporation.
57
Foreign oil and gas extraction taxes include foreign withholding
taxes imposed on corporate distributions." 8 FOGEI for U.S. com-
I.R.C. § 907(d)(disregarding certain posted prices).
Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I (f(2)(1991 )(taxable income).
.S Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-2(f)(1991)(income from partnerships). This rule applies to
the extent that a partner holds a 10% or more interest in the partnership, unless the part-
ner engages (other than through a less than 10% interest in a partnership) in the same
trade or business as the partnership. Treas. Reg. § 1.904-5(h)(1992)(look-through rules
for partnerships).
151 I.R.C. § 907(c)(3)(A)(dividends and interest); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-
2(d)(1991)(attributing amounts to certain items).
2. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-2(d)(2)(1991)(interest received from certain foreign
corporations).
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-2(d)(1991). The portion of a dividend received from a for-
eign corporation that constitutes FOGEI = (amount of dividend) x [FOGEI accumulated
profits in excess of extraction taxes paid/total accumulated profits in excess of total foreign
taxes paid], id.
'" Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-2(d)(8), ex.(3)(1991). The portion of the dividend that is
FOGEI in the hands of the first-tier subsidiary retains its FOGEI character when received
by the U.S. parent corporation, id.
Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-3(a) (1991)(characterizing, allocating and apportioning
FOGEI and FORI taxes).
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panics filing a consolidated return is computed on a consolidated
basis. 59 Only foreign taxes paid or accrued (or deemed paid with
respect to dividends from foreign corporations) on FOGEI are
subject to the section 907(a) reduction. Also, the FOGEI taxes
are subject to an overall foreign tax credit limitation under the
overall foreign tax credit statutory category of section
904(d)(1)(I). " ° Further, the impact of the alternative minimum
tax (AMT) must be considered, as the oil and gas foreign tax
credit limitation must be applied under the AMT.2"'
After determining the amount of FOGEI received during a
tax year, a taxpayer must determine the amount of taxes paid to
each foreign country with respect to FOGEI. Section 907 regula-
tions provide allocation and apportionment rules of income taxes
(excluding withholding taxes) among FOGE!, FORI and other in-
come. If more than one income class is taxed under one tax base
pursuant to the law of a foreign country, the amount of the for-
eign tax, prior to any credits, is apportioned among the three in-
come classes based on the excess of modified gross income for a
class over the deductions allowed by foreign law for that class.2"'
An additional limitation is applied to foreign taxes paid or ac-
crued on FORI. Creditable taxes on FORI do not include
amounts paid or accrued after December 31, 1982, to the extent
that the foreign law imposing the tax is structured, so that the
amount of tax imposed as to FORI will be generally greater over
Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I (c)(4)(1991)(affiliated groups).
260 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(a)-l(f)(1991) (§ 904 limitation). Overall FTC limitation -
[overall limitation foreign source income/taxable income from all sources] x (U.S. income
tax). Excess FOGEI taxes can be carried back two years and carried forward five years,
subject to the oil and gas FTC limitation and the overall FTC limitation. The carryback or
carryforward provision is used only as a credit and not as a deduction. I.R.C. § 907(0
(carryback and carryover of disallowed credits); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(a)-(h)(1991)
(§ 907(0 carrybacks and carryovers); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(0-1 (1991) (carryback and
carryover of disallowed credits by § 907(a)).
26 I.R.C. § 53 (crediting for prior year minimum tax liability). The oil and gas FTC
limitation is computed as follows: AMT FOGE1 Limit = (AMT FOGEI) x (highest AMT
tax rate). The overall FTC limitation is computed as follows: AMT FTC Limitation =
[Overall limitation AMT foreign source income/ AMT taxable income from all sources] x
(U.S. AMT tax). Excess FOGEI taxes can be carried back two years and forward five
years, subject to the oil and gas FTC limitation and the overall FTC limitation. I.R.C.
§ 907(0.
263 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-3(a) (199 1)(determining modified gross income with refer-
ence to the foreign tax base for gross income or its equivalent).
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a reasonable period than the amount usually imposed on income
that is neither FORI nor FOGEI.2 63
Foreign law is treated as being structured to impose a tax on
FORI if, under all the facts and circumstances, a shifting of the
tax burden away from FOGEI to FORI occurs." 4 In determining
whether a foreign law imposing a tax on FORI is structured to
shift additional tax to FORI as reflected by section 907(b), a tax-
payer must establish whether a foreign levy qualifies as an income
tax rather than a payment for a specific economic benefit. If a
dual capacity taxpayer has elected the safe harbor formula to de-
termine the portion of a FORI tax paid or accrued during the
year that constitutes a payment of tax rather than a payment for
a specific economic benefit, section 907(b) would not apply. 5 If a
dual capacity taxpayer uses the facts and circumstances method
to establish the portion of the FORI tax that is payment of tax,
the safe harbor formula is applied to the portion of the payment
determined to be a tax under the facts and circumstances method
to ascertain whether section 907(b) will further reduce that
amount.
266
For non-dual capacity taxpayers, the portion of the FORt tax
that is considered a creditable income tax is determined by apply-
ing the safe harbor formula . 26  Any excess FORI taxes in which
the foreign tax credit is denied are allowed as ordinary and neces-
sary business deductions for U.S. income tax purposes.2 8
The amount of foreign tax eligible for the credit, after the
reductions under section 907 of foreign taxes paid or accrued on
FOGEI and FORI, is further limited to the U.S. income tax at-
tributable to foreign source taxable income under section 904(a).
The foreign tax credit is computed by separate limitation income
categories under section 904(d).
263 I.R.C. § 907(b) (foreign taxes on FORI). A foreign country could maximize the
U.S. foreign tax credit applicable to its taxes by limiting its tax on extraction income to the
maximum § I I(b) tax rate limitation under § 907(a) and shifting the additional tax to
FOR.
Treas. Reg. § 1.907(b)-I (1991)(reducing creditable FORI taxes).
Treas. Reg. § 1.907(b)-I (1991). Allocation of FORI tax payment between credit-
able foreign income tax and payment for a specific economic benefit: safe harbor formula
= (A-B-C) x D/(I-D), where A = gross income attributable to FORI, B = deductions
attributable to FORI, C FORI tax for U.S. purposes, and D - applicable U.S. tax rate.
Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2A(e)(1983).
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X. DIRECT FOREIGN TAX CREDIT-STATUTORY CATEGORY
LIMITATIONS
Foreign tax credits may be claimed for foreign taxes imposed
and paid directly on foreign source income includible in a U.S. tax
return. However, the foreign tax credit can only offset U.S. taxes
attributable to taxable foreign source income.2 69 In addition to the
limitation for FOGEI and FORI as discussed previously,7 0 the
use of foreign tax credits as a direct reduction against a U.S. tax
is subject to eight separate foreign tax credit limitations by statu-
tory categories under section 904(d).171 FOGEI and FORI are in-
cluded with other non-oil related income in computing a tax-
payer's overall foreign tax credit limitation. 272 Also, all foreign oil
related losses and foreign oil and gas extraction losses, to the ex-
tent that they offset U.S. source income, are included with non-oil
related losses in computing a taxpayer's overall foreign tax credit.
The statutory foreign tax credit categories are: (1)passive in-
come,173 (2)high withholding tax interest, 74 (3)financial services
income, 7 5 (4)shipping income,2 76 (5)dividends from noncontrolled
corporations5 77 (6)certain dividends from an IC-DISC or former
2"I I.R.C. § 904(a) (prohibiting the total foreign tax credits to the proportion of the
taxes against which such credit is taken from exceeding the proportion of the taxpayer's
foreign source taxable income to his entire taxable income for the year).
270 I.R.C. § 907 (foreign oil and gas income).
27 See Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4 (1992)(requiring the separate application of § 904 with
respect to certain categories of income).
272 I.R.C. § 904(d)(l)(1)(other income category).
.72 I.R.C. § 904(d)(1)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4(i)(1992) (interaction of §§ 907(c),
904(d)). The passive income category includes interest, dividends, rents and royalty in-
come. Passive income does not include certain high-taxed income. I.R.C. §§
904(d)(2)(A)(iii)(l11), (F) (high-tax kick-out rule). The purpose of the high-tax kick-out
rule is to prevent taxpayers from manipulating foreign source income categories to average
high-taxed foreign source income with lightly taxed passive income and increase the use of
foreign tax credits. Income subject to the high-tax kick-out rule is treated as general limi-
tation income. Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4(c)(1) (1992) (high-taxed income); see also T.D.
8412, 1992-22 1.R.B. 21 (amending Treas. Reg. § 1.904).
274 [.R.C. § 904(d)(l)(B) (high withholding tax interest). The high withholding tax
interest category is subject to a withholding tax of a foreign country of at least 5%. Treas.
Reg. § 1.904-4(d) (1992) (high withholding tax interest).
279 I.R.C. § 904(d)(1)(C) (financial services income).
276 I.R.C. § 904(d)(l)(D) (shipping income).
277 I.R.C. § 904(d)(2)(E) (noncontrolled § 902 corporation). Dividends from each
foreign corporation that is more than 10% owned by the taxpayer and is no more than
50% owned by U.S. shareholders are subject to a separate FTC limitation. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.904-4(g) (1992) (noncontrolled § 902 corporation). Dividends in this category are sub-
ject to the deemed paid foreign tax credits. Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4(g)(2)(1992).
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DISC,2 78 (7)foreign trade income,2 79 (8)certain distributions from
a FSC or former FSC, 80 and (9)all other income.2 8' Any unused
foreign tax credit arising from one category cannot offset the for-
eign taxes arising from any other category.
The working capital exception for foreign oil and gas and
shipping income was eliminated in the Revenue Reconciliation
Act of 1993 by placing certain passive income related to oil and
gas and shipping operations into the separate foreign tax credit
limitation basket for passive income . 82 The separate limitation for
passive income is intended to prevent the cross-crediting of high
foreign taxes on income which falls in the general basket against
the residual U.S. tax on passive income.
8 3
CFC's are subject to look-through rules, and the separate
statutory categories of the CFC's income are maintained with the




Also, FOGEI and FORI are treated as income subject to a sepa-
rate limitation and are subject to the CFC look-through rules.285
The foreign tax limitation is applied separately to each statu-
tory category.288 Thus, the foreign tax credit that may be used for
a tax year is the lesser of the foreign tax paid or accrued or the
total amount of each of the computed statutory category limits.
Any excess foreign tax credit from a statutory category may be
carried back two years and forward five years. 8 7 The taxpayer
2 8 I.R.C. § 904(d)(t)(F). A Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) pro-
vided income tax deferral to encourage exports, but it was challenged by other countries as
an illegal subsidy in violation of GATT. The DISC survives in a limited form as an interest
charge DISC (IC-DISC).
"08 1.R.C. § 904(d)(l)(G) (foreign trade income).
280 I.R.C. § 904(d)(I)(H)(FSC).
-$- I.R.C. § 904(d)(1)(1). The general limitation category is for income that is not
placed in the other statutory categories.
282 I.R.C. §§ 904(d)(2)(A)(iii), 954(0, (g). The amendments apply to tax years be-
ginning after December 31, 1992.
181 H.R. CONF. REP. No. 213, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 646 (1993).
I.R.C. § 904(d)(3)(look-through for CFC); Treas. Reg. § 1.904-5 (1992) (look-
through rules for CFC); see I.R.C. § 904(i) (preventing the use of transactions to avoid
foreign tax credit limitations).
"8I Treas. Reg. §§ 1.904-5 (1992), 1.907(a)-1(0(1991) (Q 904 limitation). If a part-
ner recognizes gain on the sale of a partnership interest, the income is treated as passive
income to the partner, unless the income is high-taxed. Treas. Reg. § 1.904-5(h)(3)(1992).
88 I.R.C. § 904(d). FTC limitation = [Taxable income from foreign sources/Taxa-
ble income from all sources] x (U.S. income tax). I.R.C. § 904(a). Any unrecaptured over-
all foreign loss must offset the taxable income from foreign sources. I.R.C. § 904(f).
87 I.R.C. § 904(c)(carryback and carryover of excess foreign tax paid). Also, a cor-
poration must calculate its FTC under the alternative minimum tax (AMT) system. I.R.C.
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legally liable under foreign law for the foreign levy is entitled to
the credit even if another party agrees to assume the taxpayer's
foreign tax liability."'8 For example, a contract with a foreign gov-
ernment may provide that a foreign oil company discharge the
taxpayer's income tax out of its production share." 9 The taxpayer
has the burden to prove the fact and amount of taxes paid or ac-
crued.2 " An accrual basis corporate taxpayer uses the accrual
method to determine the amount of the foreign taxes available for
credit.291 A tax can be taken into account when all events have
occurred to fix the amount of and liability for the tax. 92 Under
the accrual method, the credit is converted into U.S. dollars at the
rates in effect on the last date of the tax year. 93
XI. RECAPTURE OF FOREIGN LOSSES
A. Recapture of Overall Foreign Losses
The recapture of overall foreign losses (OFL) limits the for-
eign tax credit by recapturing the benefit of foreign losses that
previously reduced U.S. taxable income through a resourcing of
future foreign taxable income as U.S. income until such losses
have been recaptured.2 9 This recapture provision limits the
amount of foreign tax that would otherwise be creditable by
resourcing foreign source income as U.S. source income. 95 An
OFL arises when gross income from sources without the United
States for the tax year is exceeded by the sum of the expenses,
losses and other deductions properly allocated and apportioned to
§ 55. The formula is modified by substituting the regular tax for alternative minimum tax
and regular taxable income for alternative minimum tax income. I.R.C. § 59(a)(1). The
excess AMT limitation may be carried back two years and forward five years. I.R.C.
§ 59(a)(2)(B)(carryback and carryforward).
I.R.C. § 901(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(f)(1), (2)(i)(1991).
See Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(f)(2)(ii)(1991).
290 I.R.C. § 905(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.905-2(a)(as amended in 1992).
29, I.R.C. § 905(a)(year in which credit taken).
Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.461-4(g)(6)(iii)(B), 57 Fed. Reg. 12411 (1992) (stating
that the economic performance rules do not apply to a liability for foreign taxes).
11 Rev. Rul. 73-491, 1973-2 C.B. 267. If the country's currency fluctuates, the U.S.
dollar equivalent of the actual tax paid may vary from the credit. The taxpayer is required
to convert the accrued amount to the amount actually paid by an amended return or a
prospective adjustment. I.R.C. § 905(c); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.905-3T (adjusting to the
pools of foreign taxes and earnings and profits when the allowable foreign tax credit
changes).




that income.,96 Neither the overall foreign loss nor the foreign oil
and gas extraction loss (FOEL)297 include the amount of any net
operating loss deduction, foreign expropriation loss, or casualty
loss.",
A foreign loss incurred in a separate foreign tax credit statu-
tory category is allocated pro rata to income in all other separate
foreign tax credit statutory categories. 99 Foreign losses offset U.S.
source income only to the extent that aggregate foreign losses ex-
ceed aggregate foreign income.s0 When a foreign loss in one sep-
arate foreign tax credit limitation category offsets income in an-
other category, the income in subsequent years of the first
category is recharacterized as income in the second category. 1 If
losses in a separate foreign tax credit limitation category offset
income in more than one foreign tax credit limitation category,
subsequent income in the loss category is recharacterized as in-
come in the other foreign tax credit limitation categories on a pro
rata basis." 2 Foreign income taxes attributable to income in a
separate foreign tax credit limitation category are not recharacter-
ized.303 Any excess foreign loss not allocated to foreign tax credit
statutory categories offsets U.S. source income creating an
OFL.30 A taxpayer is treated as sustaining an OFL regardless of
whether a foreign tax credit is claimed in the loss year. 5
For recapture in subsequent years, foreign source income is
first recharacterized as U.S. source income to the extent of the
prior OFL in an amount equal to the lesser of the amount of un-
used foreign losses from prior years or fifty percent of foreign
source income for that subsequent year.308 Any remaining income
is recharacterized by proportionally allocating the income to the
separate prior year foreign tax credit statutory categories, which
296 I.R.C. § 904(")(2) (defining OFL).
29l I.R.C. § 907(c)(4)(B)(FOEL).
29 !d.
29 I.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(B) (allocating losses).
000 [.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(A) (separate limitation losses).
302 I.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(C) (recharacterizing subsequent income).
003 I.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(B).
SOS [.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(C).
304 I.R.C. §§ 904(f)(5)(A) (separate limitation losses), 904(0(1).
205 I.R.C. § 904(f)(2). An OFL may be created for a given year, even though a tax-
payer elects to claim foreign taxes as a deduction, id.
00 I.R.C. § 904(0(1). A taxpayer may elect to use a percentage higher than 50%.
I.R.C. § 904(f)(1)(B); Treas. Reg. § 1.904(f)-2(c)(2)(1987) (electing to recapture more
OFL than required).
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previously were reduced, but only to the extent of unrecovered
prior reductions. 307 The recapture of OFL is accelerated to the
extent property used outside the United States is disposed of dur-
ing the tax year.308 A sale, exchange or distribution of property
constitutes a disposition under the recapture rule, whether or not
gain or loss is recognized. However, a disposition does not include
transfers of foreign property to U.S. corporations under certain
nontaxable reorganizations or liquidations. 309 Gain recognition
and characterization principles of section 904(f)(3), involving re-
capture of separate limitation losses, apply to any disposition of
property if losses from such dispositions would have been allocated
to separate limitation income categories under section
904(f)(5). t °
The computation of OFL is made on a consolidated basis.311
An OFL for a consolidated group exists if a group's foreign source
income is less than the group's deductions related to foreign oper-
ations. The computation of the amount of foreign source income
that must be characterized as U.S. source income in determining
the limitation on the foreign tax credit is made on a consolidated
basis.312
B. Recapture of Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Losses
The FOGEI provisions under section 907 contain a loss re-
capture rule which requires that the amount of FOGEI be re-
duced to the extent of the unrecaptured foreign oil extraction loss
I.R.C. § 904(f)(5)(C) (recharacterizing subsequent income).
I.R.C. § 904(0(3) (recognizing as taxable income an amount equal to the lesser of
the fair market value of the property over its basis or the unrecovered OFL).
Soo I.R.C. § 904(f)(3)(C)(ii) (disposing of property to a domestic corporation under
§ 381(a)). A farm-out arrangement by a U.S. corporation to a foreign corporation involv-
ing the development of an oil and gas property where an overriding royalty interest is
retained, but where no cash consideration is received, is not a disposition. The transaction
is considered a sharing arrangement in which the U.S. corporation did not part with any
capital interest in the property. Priv. Lir. Rul. 79-310-34 (May 3, 1979).
I.R.C. § 904(0(5)(F) (dispositions).
a, Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1618-1620 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 26 U.S.C.).
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-9 (1987)(applying overall foreign loss recapture rules to cor-
porations filing consolidated returns). The resourcing of foreign source income to U.S.
source income is limited to that category of income that generated the prior loss. I.R.S.
Notice 89-3, 1989-1 C.B. 623.
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(FOEL).313 This loss rule operates only for FOGEI purposes and
is independent of the recapture rule for OFL under section
904(f).314 The purpose of the FOEL recapture provision is to post-
pone the creditability of foreign extraction taxes until the tax-
payer has recaptured foreign extraction losses. Section 907 regula-
tions require the aggregation of all foreign oil and gas extraction
income and losses from all foreign countries prior to computing
limits on the creditability of foreign taxes.315 However, section
907(c)(4) prevents a taxpayer from obtaining a U.S. tax deduc-
tion for oil and gas extraction losses in one year while claiming
credit for extraction taxes in a subsequent year. If in any year a
taxpayer incurs an overall FOEL that reduces foreign source non-
extraction income, the overall FOEL must be recaptured in later
years by reclassifying future foreign source extraction income as
foreign source non-extraction income.
FOEL is defined as the amount by which gross FOGEI is
exceeded by the deductions properly allocated and apportioned to
that gross income. 16 Expenses are allocated to the gross income
class consisting of oil extraction income and apportioned within
that class of gross income between U.S. source and foreign source
extraction income pursuant to regulation 1.861-8. Additionally,
the net operating loss deduction, foreign expropriation losses and
casualty losses are disregarded for purposes of calculating the
amount of a taxpayer's FOEL. 1 7 A taxpayer is treated as sus-
taining an overall FOEL without regard to whether the taxpayer
claims foreign tax credit in the year of the loss.
The entire amount of a taxpayer's FOGEI is applied to re-
capture the prior FOEL. a5 a An overall FOEL is recaptured, even
if the taxpayer obtained no benefit from deducting the loss. s" 9 The
I.R.C. § 907(c)(4) (recapturing foreign oil and gas extraction losses by
recharacterizing later extraction income). For affiliated groups of corporations filing a con-
solidated return, the determination of a FOEL is made on a group basis. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.907(c)-1(c)(4)(1991).
.. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(c)(1991).
. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I, -2 (1991).
"' I.R.C. § 907(c)(4)(B) (defining FOEL); Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-1(c)(3)(i)(1991)
(defining FOEL).
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(c)(3)(ii)(1991) (listing items not taken into account); see
Halliburton Company v. Comm'r, 93 T.C. 758 (1989), aft d, 946 F.2d 395 (5th Cir.
199 1)(sustaining the taxpayer's claim of deduction for expropriation losses incurred as a
result of the Iranian revolution).
, I.R.C. § 907(c)(4)(A).
,' S. REP. No. 494, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 151 (1982).
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FOEL of an affiliated group of corporations filing a consolidated
return is determined on a consolidated basis.
320
When a taxpayer incurs a FOEL, the loss first offsets foreign
source non-extraction income. After all foreign source non-extrac-
tion income has been offset, the loss offsets U.S. source income.
The loss increases the taxpayer's overall foreign oil extraction loss
only to the extent that it offsets foreign source non-extraction in-
come. To the extent that the loss offsets U.S. source income,
rather than non-extraction foreign source income, the loss in-
creases the taxpayer's overall foreign loss.a2 '
C. Dual Consolidated Loss
The dual consolidated loss provisions prohibit the use of dual
consolidated losses to offset the taxable income of any other mem-
ber of an affiliated group for any taxable year and eliminate the
duplication of loss deductions in more than one tax jurisdiction. 22
A dual consolidated loss is defined as "any net operating loss of a
domestic corporation which is subject to an income tax of a for-
eign country on its income without regard to whether such income
is from sources in or outside of such foreign country, or is subject
to such a tax on a residence basis."' 3 A dual resident corporation
is defined as "a domestic corporation that is subject to the income
tax of a foreign country on its worldwide income or on a residence
basis."""
Similarly, the provisions apply to losses of a separate branch
or partnership interest of a U.S. corporation as if such branch or
partnership interest were a wholly owned subsidiary of the U.S.
corporation.' Hybrid entities, created under foreign law as a cor-
0 Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(e)(4)(1991) (defining an affiliated group).
321 I.R.C. § 904()(2) (defining overall foreign loss).
12 I.R.C. § 1503(d)(1) (dual consolidated loss); Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(b)(1993)
(making it possible for a U.S. corporation operating in a foreign country as a dual resident
corporation to derive a double benefit for losses, if under the laws of the foreign country the
U.S. corporation (taxed on a worldwide basis or a residence basis) could deduct the same
losses both in the United States and in the foreign jurisdiction); see T.D. 8434, 1992-42
I.R.B. 12. The final § 1.1503-2 regulations were published in 57 Fed. Reg. 41079 (1992).
The temporary regulations were redesignated as Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2A and effective for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986 and ending before October 1, 1992. The
final regulations are effective for taxable years beginning after September 30, 1992.
323 I.R.C. § 1503(d)(2)(A); see Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(5)(i)(1993).
32, Treas. Reg. § 1,1503-2(c)(2)(1993) (defining a dual resident corporation).
325 I.R.C. § I 503(d)(3) (treating losses of separate business units of a domestic corpo-
ration); Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(3), (4) (defining separate units to include corporations
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poration but deemed a partnership under U.S. tax law, are treated
as separate units for purposes of section 1503(d).326 Note that an
S corporation is not a dual resident corporation because it cannot
have a domestic corporation as a shareholder under section
1361.327
A special rule provides that dual consolidated losses do not
include any loss which under foreign law may not offset the in-
come of any foreign corporation.3'2 The statute prevents the appli-
cation of the dual consolidated loss provisions if the stuffing of
income producing assets into the dual consolidated loss corpora-
tion occurs before or after losses have been sustained.
329
A dual consolidated loss of a dual resident corporation cannot
be used to offset income of any successor-in-interest to the dual
resident corporation under a transaction transferring tax attrib-
utes under section 381.330 However, if a dual resident corporation
transfers its assets with section 381 applying to a successor-in-in-
terest which is a dual resident corporation of the same foreign
country, then income of the transferee dual resident corporation
may be offset by the carryover losses .3 3 The regulations describe
events that will be considered a use of a dual consolidated loss to
offset the income of another person under the laws of a foreign
country.332 If a foreign country prohibits a loss of a dual resident
corporation from offsetting the income of another person because
the dual resident corporation is subject to income taxation by an-
other country on its worldwide income or on a resident basis, the
loss is deemed to offset the income of another person for foreign
purposes.3 3 If the loss limitation rule applies to a dual consoli-
under foreign law). The legislative history of the provision defined the term "'separate unit"
as any "separate and clearly identifiable unit of a trade or business of a taxpayer" and
refers to an example of a foreign branch of a domestic corporation. H.R. 795, 100th Cong.,
2d Sess. § 293 (1988).
3' Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(e)(4)(1993) (treating a hybrid entity as a separate unit).
327 Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(2)(1993); T.D. 8434, 1992-42 I.R.B. 14.
328 I.R.C. § 1503(d)(2)(B) (creating special rules where the loss is not deductible
under foreign law); Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(5)(ii)(A)(1993) (exceptions).
329 I.R.C. § 1503(d)(4) (income on assets acquired after the loss); Treas. Reg.
§ 1.1503-2(e)(1993) (creating a special rule for use of dual consolidated loss to offset
tainted income where assets are transformed before the loss).
130 Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(b)(2)(1993) (successor-in-interest limitation).
Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(b)(2)(1993). Similarly, dual consolidated losses of sepa-
rate units of domestic corporations are subject to the successor-in-interest limitations.
" Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(15)(1993) (using a loss to offset income of a domestic
affiliate or another person).
I" Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(c)(15)(iv)(1993) ("mirror legislation" provision).
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dated loss of a dual resident corporation or separate unit, the loss
is disregarded for purposes of computing the foreign tax credit
limitations.334 The dual consolidated loss is taken into account for
foreign tax credit purposes in the year the loss is absorbed.'"5
Consolidated groups are required to apply consistent treat-
ment to all dual consolidated losses that are available for use in a
foreign country in a particular year."' If any triggering event as
listed in the regulations occurs, the dual consolidated loss must be
recaptured and reported as gross income in the year of the trigger-
ing event."3 If the dual consolidated loss is not being used by an-
other entity under foreign law, the disallowance of dual consoli-
dated losses may be avoided by the filing of an annual agreement
with the U.S. income tax return. 38 If any losses are ever used in
such a manner, the losses must be recaptured as income with
interest.339
XII. OIL AND GAS OPERATIONS THROUGH A FOREIGN
SUBSIDIARY
A. Indirect Foreign Tax Credits
A U.S. corporation receiving a dividend (or subpart F in-
come)34 from a foreign corporation in which it owns at least ten
percent or more of the voting stock is deemed to have paid a pro-
rata share of the foreign taxes paid by the foreign corporation and
is, therefore, entitled to pro-rata foreign tax credits.""t This indi-
rect credit equalizes the tax burden of a U.S. shareholder of a
foreign corporation with that of a U.S. corporation with a foreign
branch which is entitled to a direct foreign credit for the foreign
income taxes paid on the branch income.
Only a shareholder owning ten percent or more of the voting
stock of a foreign corporation can claim the credit. Therefore, a
"' Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(f)(1993) (computing foreign tax credit limitations).
"5 Id.
Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(g)(2)(ii)(1993) (consistency rule).
Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(g)(2)(iii)(1993) (triggering events requiring the recapture
of dual consolidated losses).
"I Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(g)(2)(vi)(1993) (reporting requirements).
... Treas. Reg. § 1.1503-2(g)(2)(vii)(1993) (recapturing upon a triggering event).
0 See I.R.C. §§ 951-964.
I.R.C. § 902(a) (creating a deemed paid credit where domestic corporation owns
10% or more of voting stock of a foreign corporation); Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(b)(as
amended in 1979) (regulating domestic shareholders owning stock in first-tier corporation).
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shareholder with only nonvoting preferred stock cannot claim a
credit for the foreign taxes paid on the earnings distributed as a
dividend. However, if that shareholder holds ten percent or more
of the voting stock, also owns preferred stock, and receives a divi-
dend only on the preferred stock, that shareholder is entitled to a
foreign tax credit with respect to that dividend."a 2 The ten percent
or more stock ownership requirement is determined on the date
that the dividend is received.
3 43
1. Deemed Paid Provision
The amount of taxes deemed paid is determined by multiply-
ing the amount of foreign income taxes paid or accrued by the
foreign corporation by the amount of dividends received before in-
creasing the dividend for the related foreign taxes, divided by the
amount of the post-1986 undistributed earnings of the foreign cor-
poration.3,44 The foreign tax credit is available to a U.S. corpora-
tion only if it elects to treat all foreign taxes paid (including those
paid directly) as credits against its U.S. income tax liability."
14, Rev. Rul. 79-74, 1979-1 C.B. 242. To claim a credit for a preferred stock dividend,
the taxpayer must own at least 10% of the voting stock of the company declaring the
dividend; see generally Rev. Rul. 74-459, 1972-2 C.B. 207 (addressing foreign tax credits
and dividends received directly from second-tier foreign subsidiaries).
... Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(a)(l)(as amended in 1979). The U.S. shareholder is
deemed to have received the dividend when it is unqualifiedly available to the demands of
the shareholder. Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(a)(7). Taxes are deemed paid in the year the divi-
dend is received, although the distribution may be out of earnings of a foreign corporation
accumulated during prior years.
" I.R.C. § 902(a). Foreign tax deemed paid = [Dividend to be paid (before gross-
up)/Post-1986 accumulated undistributed earnings (after foreign income taxes)] x [Post-
1986 accumulated foreign income taxes]. The dividend and earnings amounts are com-
puted in the functional currency, and the foreign income taxes are converted to U.S. dol-
lars at the exchange rates as of the time of payment. I.R.C. § 986(a)(1)(A) (functional
currency of foreign taxes and earnings and profits). The post-1986 undistributed earnings
are defined as the amount of post-1986 earnings and profits of the foreign corporation.
I.R.C. §§ 902(c)(1) (post-1986 undistributed earnings), 964 (foreign earnings and prof-
its). When a dividend distribution is made to shareholders, the dividend must be converted
into U.S. dollars at the rate as of payment time. I.R.C. §§ 902(c)(1), 986(b) (functional
currency). The accumulated earnings and profits are calculated under U.S. tax principles
of the § 312 rules for purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation under § 902. United
States v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 493 U.S. 132, 138 n.4 (1989), rev'g and rem'g,
856 F.2d 170 (Fed. Cir. 1988), revg, 14 Cl. Ct. 23 (1987); see Trees. Reg. § 1.964-1(a)-
(c)(as amended in 1983) (computing earnings and profits for purposes of §§ 902, 960).
... I.R.C. § 275(a)(4)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(b)(l)(iv)(as amended in 1979)
(prohibiting deducting directly paid taxes and taking a tax credit for deemed paid taxes in
the same year).
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The deemed paid provisions also apply to dividends paid by
second- and third-tier foreign subsidiaries to their foreign parent
corporations. 846 Foreign income taxes paid by second- or third-tier
corporations are attributed to their foreign parent if the foreign
parent directly owns ten percent or more of the second-tier foreign
corporation and if the percentage of voting stock owned by the
U.S. corporation in the foreign parent corporation, when multi-
plied by the percentage of voting stock owned by the foreign par-
ent corporation in the foreign subsidiary, equals at least five per-
cent (indirect ownership) in the second- or third-tier foreign
subsidiary.347 The dividends and foreign taxes of the second- and
third-tier subsidiaries are attributed to the foreign parent's com-
putation of earnings and profits and foreign taxes paid in deter-
mining the deemed paid foreign tax credit available to the U.S.
corporate shareholders. 4 The deemed paid credit is calculated
starting with the lowest tier subsidiary and working up the owner-
ship chain.349
2. Grossing Up
If a domestic corporation chooses to use a foreign tax credit,
the dividend received by the U.S. corporation is "grossed up" by
the amount of the taxes deemed paid under section 902(a) and
960(a)(1).3 50 A U.S. shareholder that receives a dividend from a
foreign corporation (including subpart F income or a section 1248
dividend from the sale of stock in a foreign corporation) is re-
quired to add in its income an amount equal to the foreign income
taxes deemed paid on such received or deemed received.85 1
The gross-up amount is treated as a dividend for all purposes
of the Code, except for sections 902(a)(1) and 245 relating to div-
idends received from certain foreign corporations (such as a for-
eign personal holding company or a subsidiary of a domestic cor-
-,6 I.R.C. § 902(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(c), (d) (as amended in 1979) (first- and
second-tier corporations).
-1, I.R.C. § 902(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(c)(1), (d)(1) (as amended in 1979). Both
the 10% and 5% requirements must be satisfied. I.R.C. § 902(b) (deemed taxes for sec-
ond- and third-tier foreign corporations).
3'8 Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(k), ex. (3), (4) (as amended in 1979).
"I See generally Treas. Reg. § 1.902-1(k)(as amended in 1979) (examples).
311 I.R.C. § 78 (covering dividends received from certain foreign corporations by do-
mestic corporations choosing foreign tax credit). The gross-up eliminates the rate advan-




poration, the income of which is effectively connected with a U.S.
trade or business) .352 The gross-up is characterized and computed
under the statutory category limitations of section 904(d) to the
income upon which the taxes deemed paid are imposed. A distri-
bution of a dividend in kind is taxed as a dividend to the extent
that the foreign corporation's earnings and profits at least equal
the fair market value of the property distributed. 353 Foreign taxes
may be used only once in the calculation of deemed paid foreign
tax credits for dividends in kind."54 Thus, these mechanisms serve
to equalize the tax burden of a U.S. shareholder of a foreign cor-
poration with that of a U.S. corporation with a foreign branch
entitled to a direct foreign credit for the foreign income taxes paid
on the branch income.
B. Subpart F Provisions
The provisions of subpart F are designed to prevent U.S. tax-
payers from manipulating CFC income to avoid paying the cur-
rent U.S. tax on the foreign income. The subpart F provisions re-
strict the ability to defer U.S. taxation on certain income of a
CFC when that income remains in the CFC and is not repatriated
to the U.S. shareholders. 5 A U.S. shareholder of a CFC is re-
quired to include in gross income its pro rata share of the current
" I.R.C. § 78. For example, if $15 of foreign taxes are deemed paid applicable to
$35 of dividends, then the $35 is grossed-up or increased by $15, and $50 is reported as
dividends by the domestic corporation. The gross-up amount is treated as a dividend for
determining whether a corporation is a personal holding company for calculations on the
limitation of foreign tax credits and for the allocation of expenses. Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8
(as amended in 1991). The gross-up amount is considered to be received in the year of
receipt by the domestic corporation. Treas. Reg. § 1.78-1(d)(as amended in 1984).
"I I.R.C. § 301(a)-(c). Earnings and profits are reduced by the adjusted basis of the
dividend in kind and by cash distributions. I.R.C. § 312(a)(l)-(3); see H.H. Robertson Co.
v. Comm'r, 59 T.C. 53 (1972), aff'd without op., 500 F.2d 1399 (3d Cir. 1974) (distribut-
ing stock of a second-tier foreign subsidiary as a dividend in kind). The normal stock divi-
dend does not have any U.S. tax consequences and does not change the foreign subsidiary's
earnings and profits. I.R.C. § 305(a). If the foreign corporation grants a shareholder an
option of cash or stock, the stock dividend is taxable under § 305(b) and reduces the earn-
ings and profits of the foreign corporation. Treas. Reg. § 1.312-1(d)(1960). The taxable
stock dividend is treated as a property distribution or a dividend pursuant to § 301. I.R.C.
§301; see Rev. Rul. 57-516, 1957-2 C.B. 435 (allowing the crediting of foreign withholding
taxes on stock dividends against imposed U.S. income taxes).
354 See Rev. Rul. 72-65, 1971-1 C.B. 212; Robertson, 59 T.C. 53.
356 See generally I.R.C. §§ 951-964 (controlled foreign corporations).
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subpart F income of the CFC as a constructive dividend. 5 6 Sub-
part F applies to certain income earned by a foreign corporation
that is controlled by U.S. shareholders for an uninterrupted period
of thirty days or more during any tax year.3 5 7 Thus, the total sub-
part F income of a CFC for any tax year cannot exceed the earn-
ings and profits of that corporation.3 58
A U.S. shareholder is allowed a deemed credit for foreign
income taxes paid by first-tier, second-tier or third-tier CFC's on
subpart F income.359 A U.S. shareholder that is required to in-
clude undistributed earnings and profits of a CFC in income
under the subpart F provisions is also deemed to have paid a pro
rata share of the foreign taxes paid by the CFC. 6 0 The stock
ownership requirements of section 960 are similar to those of sec-
tion 902.111
An actual distribution of subpart F income allocable to previ-
ously taxed earnings is not taxed again as a dividend. 6 ' Similarly,
a duplicate foreign tax credit on the same earnings is not available
under section 960(a)(1).113 However, taxes paid by a foreign cor-
poration, such as additional withholding taxes or corporate level
taxes, may not have been previously deemed paid by a domestic
corporation.36 4 Section 960(a)(3) treats distributions out of previ-
ously taxed earnings and profits as a dividend only for purposes of
any taxes not deemed paid under section 902. Section 960(b) pro-
vides for an increase in the 904(a) limitation in the year of exclu-
sion (the year in which a distribution is excluded from gross in-
come under section 959).385
35 See generally I.R.C. §§ 951-954. The subpart F income earned by a foreign sub-
sidiary is treated, as if it were earned directly by the U.S. parent corporation, id.
I.R.C. § 951(a) (amounts included).
I.R.C. § 952(c) (limitation).
I.R.C. § 960(a) (taxes paid by foreign corporation).
36 I.R.C. § 960(a)(1); Treas. Reg. § 1.960-1 (as amended in 1984)(foreign tax
credit from CFC). A corporate shareholder may claim a deemed paid foreign tax credit,
with a corresponding gross-up, for the foreign taxes paid by the CFC and certain lower tier
foreign corporations. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.960-1 (foreign tax credit from CFC), 1.960-2 (as
amended in 1982) (§§ 902, 960 with dividends paid by third-, second- or first-tier corpora-
tions), 1.960-3 (1982)(gross-up amounts under § 951).
.01 I.R.C. §§ 902(b) (increasing deemed taxes in case of certain second- and third-
tier corporations), 960(a).
"I I.R.C. § 959(a) (excluding from gross income of previously taxed earnings and
profits); see also Treas. Reg. § 1.959-1 to -4 (as amended in 1971).
a3 I.R.C. § 960(a)( 2 ), (3).
, I.R.C. § 960(a)(3), (b).




The subpart F provisions define specific categories of income
which are subject to current taxation.366 The basic categories of
income are: (l)insurance income, (2)foreign base company in-
come, (3)international boycott income, (4)income resulting from
illegal bribes and kickbacks, and (5)income from activities carried
on in certain foreign countries not recognized by the U.S. govern-
ment. 67 The most common of these categories for oil and gas op-
erations is foreign base company income (FBCI). 68 FBCI in-
cludes the following types of income: (1)foreign personal holding
company income (FPHCI), (2)foreign base company sales income
(FBCSI), (3)foreign base company services income (FBCSEI),
(4)foreign base company shipping income (FBCSHI), and (5)for-
eign base company oil related income (FBCORI). a69
FBCI does not include income received by a CFC, if the tax-
payer establishes that the income is subject to an effective rate of
income tax imposed by a foreign country greater than ninety per-
cent of the maximum U.S. corporate tax rate."'0 However, this
exception does not apply to FBCORI. a71 The amount of the con-
structive dividend from FBCI taxable to U.S. shareholders is lim-
ited to the current earnings and profits of the CFC, computed
without adjustments from any last-in first-out (LIFO) inventory
method, installment sales, or completed contract methods of
accounting. 72
31 I.R.C. § 952(a) (defining subpt. F income).
.. I.R.C. § 952(a). Under § 952(a)(5), subpart F income includes income derived by
a CFC from any foreign country during any period, which § 901 j) applies to such foreign
country. This section denies foreign tax credit for taxes paid on income derived in foreign
countries in which the U.S. has severed diplomatic relations.
"I I.R.C. §§ 952(a)(2), 954 (foreign base company income).
36 I.R.C. §§ 951(a)(l)(A)(i), 954(a).
370 I.R.C. § 954(b)(4); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-IT(d) (adjusted net foreign base
company income). For non-passive FPHCI, the amount of taxes taken into account for
purposes of the high tax exception is the amount that would be deemed paid pursuant to
§ 960. For passive FPHCI, the amount of taxes taken into account is the amount that
would be taken into account for purposes of Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4(c)(1992). Temp. Treas.
Reg. § 1.954-IT(d)(3).
371 I.R.C. § 954(b)(4).
17 See I.R.C. § 952(c)(1)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.952-1(c)(1) (as amended in 1991).
Special rules for FBCI, other than FPHCI, permit prior year deficits in earnings and prof-
its attributable to the same category of FBCI to be taken into account in determining a
subpart F inclusion. I.R.C. § 952(c)(1)(B); Treas. Reg. § 1.952-1(c). An elective provi-
sion is available whereby earnings and profit deficits of lower tier, wholly owned foreign
corporations attributable to the same category of FBCI may be used to offset the foreign
1993-94l
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If the sum of the FBCI without regard to allocable deduc-
tions is less than the lesser of five percent of gross income or one
million dollars, the gross income is not treated as FBCI.3 7 3 If the
sum of the FBCI without regard to allocable deductions exceeds
seventy percent of gross income, the entire gross income for the
tax year is treated as FBCI.37 4 Deductions attributable to the cre-
ation of FBCI must be allocated to each category of FBCI using
the principles to apportion expenditures in determining the various
statutory categories of income for foreign tax credit purposes.3
2. Chain Deficit Rule
Under the chain deficit rule, a corporation is a qualified chain
member if it is organized in the same country in which the CFC is
organized and if all of its stock is owned by the CFC (directly or
through one or more corporations other than the common parent)
or if it owns all of the stock of the CFC (directly or through one
or more corporations other than the common parent). 7 6 Deficits
of a qualified chain member attributable to a qualified activity
may be applied to reduce the amount of subpart F income attribu-
table to such qualified activity.3 7 7 A qualified activity is any activ-
ity giving rise to foreign base company shipping income, oil-re-
lated income, sales or service income, and insurance income or
foreign personal holding company income derived by certain in-
surance companies or financial institutions.
3 7 8
3. Foreign Personal Holding Company
A foreign personal holding company (FPHC) is defined as
any foreign corporation in which at least sixty percent (for a cer-
tain number of years after a company attains FPHC status) of its
parent corporation's earnings and profits. I.R.C. § 952(c)(1)(C); Treas. Reg. § 1.952-
1(d)(as amended in 1991) (treating deficits).
3 I.R.C. § 954(b)(3)(A); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-1T(b)(I)(ii) (de minimis
exception).
SI.R.C. § 954(b)(3)(B); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-IT(b)(1)(iii) (full inclusion
test).
370 I.R.C. § 954(b)(5); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-IT(a)(4) (net foreign base com-
pany income).
311 See Treas. Reg. § 1.952-1(d) (as amended in 1991) (treating deficits in earnings
and profits attributable to stock of other foreign corporations indirectly owned by a U.S.
shareholder).
371 Id.
378 .R.C. § 952(c)(l)(B)(iii) (defining qualified activity).
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gross income is FPHC income 7' and in which more than fifty per-
cent of its total combined voting power or value is owned directly
or indirectly by not more than five individuals who are U.S. citi-
zens or residents.38 0 If both tests are satisfied, a U.S. citizen or
resident shareholder must include his portion of the undistributed
FPHC income in his gross income.
38 1
Income received from royalties on mineral or oil and gas
properties is FPHC income under subpart F income." 2 An excep-
tion to this characterization exists under the subpart F provisions
for royalty income, including production royalties, derived in the
active conduct of a trade or business and received from an unre-
lated person.38 3 Furthermore, the oil and gas working interest in-
come and the gain from the sale of a working interest is not sub-
part F income even though an entity is a CFC.
The excess of foreign currency gains over foreign currency
losses of a CFC from section 988 transactions384 constitutes sub-
part F income under a FPHCI. 815 However, foreign currency
gains are not FPHC income if the gains are directly related to the
business needs of the CFC. The two types of business needs excep-
tions are the "qualified business transactions" and the "qualified
hedging transactions."38'
... I.R.C. § 553(a) (defining FPHC income to include dividends, interest, royalties,
rents and gains from the sale of stock or securities).
I" I.R.C. §§ 552(a) (defining FPHC), 554 (stock ownership). Stock owned directly
or indirectly by or for a corporation or partnership is considered as owned proportionately
by its shareholders or partners. I.R.C. § 554(a)(1) (stock not owned by an individual).
"I I.R.C. § 551(a) (taxing FPHC income to U.S. shareholders). Undistributed
FPHC income represents the taxable income of the foreign corporation after certain ad-
justments and dividend paid deductions. I.R.C. §§ 556 (undistributed FPHC income), 561
(defining deductions for dividends paid). Any amount included in income under the FPHC
provisions by a U.S. shareholder reduces the foreign corporation's earnings and profits and
increases its contributed capital and increases the U.S. shareholder's stock basis. I.R.C.
§ 551(d) (effecting capital account).
' I.R.C. §§ 553(a)(1) (FPHC income), 954(c)(1)(A) (FPHC income).
I.R.C. § 954(c)(2)(A) (exceptions to FPHC income).
I' l.R.C. § 988 transactions are certain transactions that are determined with respect
to currencies other than the CFC's functional currency.
1 I.R.C. § 954(c)(1)(D) (foreign currency gains).
380 Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-2T(g). A qualified business transaction is any transac-
tion that: (1)does not have investment or speculation as a significant purpose, (2)is not
attributable to property or an investment giving rise to subpart F income and (3)is attribu-
table to certain business transactions. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-2T(g)(3)(1988). The transac-
tion must be clearly identified on the CFC's records. A qualified hedging transaction must,
among other requirements, be identified on the CFC's records within five days after the
hedge is made. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-2T(g)(4)(1988). A CFC can avoid identification re-
quirements and can reduce other types of FPHC income by currency losses in excess of
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4. Passive Foreign Investment Company
A FPHC is defined by sixty percent of its gross income as
passive income with more than fifty percent of its voting power or
value owned by not more than five U.S. citizens or residents.3 87 A
passive foreign investment company (PFIC) is defined as any for-
eign corporation in which seventy-five percent or more of the gross
income is passive income or if at least fifty percent of the average
percentage of assets by value (or the adjusted tax basis, if elected)
produces passive income or is held for the production of passive
income.38 8 Passive income is any income that would be FPHC in-
come under the subpart F provisions.389 The PFIC rules eliminate
income deferral without regard to the amount of ownership by
U.S. shareholders. 90 All U.S. shareholders of a foreign corpora-
tion are to pay U.S. taxes and an interest charge based upon the
value of the tax deferral at the time each shareholder disposes of
his stock or receives an excess distribution (an actual distribution
that exceeds one hundred and twenty-five percent of the average
amount of distributions during the preceding three years).3 91
A qualified electing fund (QEF) election avoids the interest
charge on an excess distribution or a stock sale.392 If a U.S. share-
holder makes a QEF election, a U.S. shareholder must include in
gains by electing to treat all of its foreign currency gains and losses as includible in FPHC
income. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-2T(g)(5)(1988).
381 I.R.C. §§ 552(a) (defining FPHC), 553(a) (FPHC income), 554 (stock
ownership).
388 I.R.C. § 1296(a). The stock, held by the foreign corporation for a PFIC determi-
nation, is treated as a passive asset. However, the foreign corporation may look-through to
the active or passive assets and income of the other corporation. I.R.C. § 1296(c). Under
the look-through rule, a foreign corporation that owns, directly or indirectly, at least 25%
of the stock value of another corporation is treated as owning a proportionate share of the
other corporation's assets and income. I.R.C. §1296(c). Thus, interest and dividends re-
ceived from foreign subsidiaries are eliminated from the foreign corporation's income in
applying the income test and the stock or debt investment is eliminated from the foreign
corporation's assets in applying the asset test. See I.R.S. Notice 88-22, 1988-1 C.B. 489,
modified by, I.R.S. Notice 89-81, 1989-2 C.B. 399.
389 I.R.C. § 1296(b) (passive income).
See I.R.C. §§ 1291-1297 (treating of certain passive investment companies).
3' I.R.C. § 1291(a)-(c). The term "excess distribution," which includes capital distri-
butions, does not require that the PFIC have earnings and profits. For U.S. shareholders, a
deemed paid foreign tax credit is available to the extent of a PFIC income inclusion. I.R.C.
§ 1291(g) (coordinating with foreign tax credit rules).
..2 I.R.C. § 1293(a)-(e) (taxing currently income from qualified electing funds). A
deemed paid foreign tax credit may be available for qualifying shareholders. I.R.C.
§ 1293(f) (allowing foreign tax credit for 10% corporate shareholder for purposes of
§ 960).
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his income his pro rata share of the PFIC's ordinary earnings and
profits, with modifications and net capital gain, as it is realized,
whether or not distributed. 3 a
Under the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993, the deferral
benefit for U.S. shareholders is eliminated to the extent a CFC's
accumulated earnings are invested in excess passive assets rather
than in active business assets a.3 " The U.S. shareholder of a CFC is
required to include in gross income the pro rata share of the accu-
mulated earnings invested in excess passive assets.3 95 Previously
taxed earnings are not included in the gross income of the U.S.
shareholder.390 Passive assets are assets held by the CFC that pro-
duce passive income under the PFIC rules or that are held for the
production of such income.39 7 The PFIC provisions that relate to
the look-through rules also apply for purposes of determining "ex-
cess passive assets.
'398
5. Foreign Base Company Sales Income
Foreign base company sales income (FBCSI) is income de-
rived from the purchase or sale of personal property from, to, or
on behalf of a related person " if such property: (1)is manufac-
393 A catch-up QEF election can be made by including a hypothetical gain, as if the
stock had been sold the first day of the year in which the election is made. I.R.C.
§ 1291(d)(2)(A); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.1291-10T (electing deemed sale). An additional
election is available to a CFC, which permits a catch-up election by including the post-
1986 earnings and profits of the CFC attributable to shares held by the electing taxpayer
as of the first day of the election to be a QEF. I.R.C. § 1291(d)(2)(B); see Temp. Treas.
Reg. § 1.1291-9T (electing deemed dividend by a shareholder of a CFC that is a qualified
electing fund); T.D. 8404, 1992-18 I.R.B. 6 (1992)(electing by shareholders of certain pas-
sive foreign investment companies).
" I.R.C. § 956A (earnings invested in excess passive assets). The provision is appli-
cable to taxable years beginning after September 30, 1993, id.
"I I.R.C. § 956A(a) (investing pro rata share of earnings in excess passive assets);
I.R.C. § 951(a)(1)(C)(including amounts in gross income of U.S. shareholders under
§ 956A).
'" I.R.C. § 951(a)(1)(C)(including earnings, but only to the extent not excluded
from gross income under § 959(a)(3)); I.R.C. § 959(a)(3)(excluding from gross income of
previously taxed earnings under § 951(a)(1)(C)).
I.R.C. § 956A(c)(2)(A) (§ 1296(b) passive income or held for the production of
such income). The term "passive asset" does not include any U.S. property as defined by
§ 956. I.R.C. § 956A(c)(2)(B).
I'l I.R.C. § 956A(c)(3)(A) (§ 1296(c) rule to apply).
3 I.R.C. § 954(d)(3) (defining a related person). A related person is defined as a
more than 50% ownership under the attribution rules, id. For purposes of subpart F, the
character of a CFC's distributive share of partnership income is determined as if the in-
come had been earned directly by the CFC. Rev. Rul. 89-72, 1989-1 C.B. 257.
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tured, produced, grown or extracted outside the country of incor-
poration of the CFC, and (2)is sold or purchased for use, con-
sumption or disposition outside the country of incorporation of the
CFC. 0 ° Personal property sold to an unrelated person outside of
the CFC's country is presumed to be sold for use in the country of
distribution.4 0
Income, derived in certain situations by a foreign branch of a
CFC that is treated as a separately incorporated foreign subsidi-
ary of the CFC, gives rise to FBCSI of the CFC.'0 2 The branch
rule under section 954(d)(2) was enacted to prevent the avoidance
of the sales income provisions through the use of a branch of the
CFC outside the country in which the CFC is organized, where
the tax treatment of such a branch has substantially the same ef-
fect as if the branch were a separately incorporated subsidiary.
03
Section 954(d)(1) is concerned with the sales income of a selling
subsidiary which is separated from the manufacturing activities of
a related corporation to achieve a lower tax rate on the sales in-
come.104 FBCSI does not include income of a CFC derived in con-
nection with the sale of personal property manufactured, produced
or constructed by the CFC from personal property that it pur-
chased.40 5 A FBCSI is not created if the CFC substantially trans-
§ 954(d)(3) defines related person to include a corporation controlled by a CFC. A part-
nership in which a CFC is a controlling partner is a related person within the meaning of
§ 954(d).
I.R.C. § 954(d)(1); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(a) (as amended in 1983) (foreign base
company sales income). FBCSI is not limited to income from the purchase and sale of
personal property, but includes commissions, fees and any other income related to the
purchase and sale activity. I.R.C. § 954(d)(1); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(a)(1)(i)(as amended
in 1983).
'4, Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(a)(3)(ii) (as amended in 1983)(determining country of use,
consumption or disposition).
... I.R.C. § 954(d)(2) (branch income); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(b) (as amended in
1983)(treating branches of CFC as separate corporations). The courts applied the "normal
and customary" meaning to the term "branch" and held that the term means "a division,
office or other unit of business located at a different location from the main offices or
headquarters." Ashland Oil Inc. v. Comm'r, 95 T.C. 348 (1990)(defining "branch or simi-
lar establishment" under I.R.C. § 954(d)(2)). In Ashland Oil, an unrelated manufacturing
corporation in Belgium was held not to be a branch or similar establishment of a CFC
organized in Liberia within the meaning of § 954(d)(2). Ashland Oil, 95 T.C. 348; see
also Vetco, Inc. v. Comm'r, 95 T.C. 579 (1990) (involving the sale of equipment used in
exploring and drilling for oil and the court's consideration of the branch rule for purposes
of § 954(d)(1)).
"I S. REP. No. 1881, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962).
4- H.R. 1447, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962).
"* Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(a)(4)(i) (as amended in 1983) (property manufactured or
produced by CFC).
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forms the personal property acquired or if the purchased personal
property is used as a component part of a manufactured product,
and the CFC's manufacturing activities are substantial in
nature.406
6. Foreign Base Company Services Income
Foreign base company services income (FBCSEI) is income
derived in connection with the performance of services40 7 for or on
behalf of a related person408 outside of the country in which the
CFC is organized or created. 09 FBCSEI includes income derived
from services that can be performed by the CFC only with sub-
stantial assistance from a related person.410 Substantial assistance
includes assistance furnished by a related person or persons to the
CFC, including direction, supervision, services, know-how, finan-
cial assistance (other than capital contributions), equipment, ma-
terial, or supplies.41 The managerial skills (contract negotiation,
bid preparation and financing arrangement) of the joint officers of
," Treas. Reg. § 1.954-3(a)(4)(ii) (as amended in 1983) (transforming property sub-
stantially), (iii) (purchasing components). Manufacturing activities by the CFC are consid-
ered substantial in nature if the conversion costs (direct labor and factory costs) of the
CFC represent 20% or more of the total cost of goods sold. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-
3(a)(4)(iii)(as amended in 1983).
'" Services performed for or on behalf of a related person include: (I)the CFC receiv-
ing payment or reimbursement, being released from an obligation, or otherwise receiving
substantial financial benefit from a related person for performing such services; (2)the CFC
performing services, whether or not with respect to property sold by a related person, that a
related party is obligated to perform (other than performance guarantees); (3)the CFC
performing services with respect to property sold by a related person and the performance
of such services constituting a condition or a material term of such sale; or (4)substantial
assistance contributing to the performance of such services being furnished by a related
person. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-4(b)(1) (as amended in 1983) (performing services for or on
behalf of a related person).
o8 The definition of related party is the same used for FBCSI purposes. I.R.C.
§ 954(e)(I)(A)(FBCSI).
*9 I.R.C. § 954(e)(1); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-4(a)(1) (as amended in 1983).
, Treas. Reg. § 1.954-4(b)(l)(iv) (as amended in 1983) (substantial assistance).
... See Treas. Reg. § 1.954-4(b)(2)(ii)(a)-(c) (as amended in 1983). Assistance fur-
nished by a related person to a CFC in the form of direction, supervision, services or know-
how is not considered substantial unless either: (I)such assistance constitutes a principal
element in producing the income from the performance of services by the CFC, or (2)the
cost to the CFC of assistance so furnished equals 50% or more of the total cost to the CFC
of performing the services. Financial assistance (other than contributions to capital), equip-
ment, material, or supplies furnished by a related person to a CFC is considered assistance
only in that amount by which the amount paid by the CFC is less than an arm's length
charge. This assistance is compared to the profits derived by the CFC to determine whether
or not such assistance constitutes substantial assistance, id.
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the U.S. parent and CFC can be a principal element in producing
the CFC's income and constitute substantial assistance, subjecting
the profit from the CFC attributable to such activity to subpart F
inclusion."'
7. Foreign Base Company Oil Related Income
Foreign base company income includes foreign base company
oil related income (FBCORI), which is "foreign oil related in-
come" (FORI) from a foreign corporation that is a large oil pro-
ducer for the taxable year.4 13 The FBCORI category of subpart F
does not apply to the income of any CFC that is not a large oil
producer.""' Also, the income earned by a corporation in its coun-
try of organization is not classified as FBCI. FBCORI is foreign
oil related income (FORI) other than income from a source
within a foreign country derived from: (1)oil or gas that is ex-
tracted from an oil or gas well located in that foreign country (ex-
traction exception), or (2)oil or gas (or a primary product) 5 sold
by the CFC, or a related person, for use or consumption in that
country, including amounts loaded upon a vessel or aircraft in that
country as fuel for the vessel or aircraft (consumption excep-
tion). 16 FBCORI includes certain dividends, interest and partner-
ship income. 4 7 The regulations provide guidance on the applica-
tion of the extraction exception to refining, marketing and
transportation income that constitutes FORI . 1  The taxpayer is
required to allocate FORI among the refining, marketing and
"I Tech. Adv. Mem. 81-270-17 (Mar. 26, 1981); Tech. Adv. Mem. 81-140-15 (Dec.
18, 1980).
l13 I.R.C. § 907(c)(2)-(3) (FORI); I.R.C. § 954(g)(1) (FBCORI).
.. I.R.C. § 954(g)(2)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(b)(1) (1991) (exempting small oil
producers). A corporation is a large oil producer if the average daily production from ex-
traction of foreign crude oil and natural gas by the CFC and its related group for the tax
year or immediately preceding tax year is 1,000 or more barrels. I.R.C. § 954(g)(2)(B)
(large oil producer); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(b)(2) (1991) (large oil producer). The calcula-
tion of average daily production is determined pursuant to the percentage depletion rules of
§ 613A, except that only oil and gas produced from wells outside the United States are
considered. I.R.C. § 954(g)(2)(D) (average daily production of foreign crude oil and natu-
ral gas); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(b)(2) (1991).
I" Primary products include all products derived from the processing of crude oil and
gas and associated hydrocarbon components from oil and gas wells, whether recovered at
the lease or upon further processing. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.954-8(a)(3) (primary product),
1.907(c)-1(d)(5) (primary product from oil).
410 I.R.C. § 954(g)(1); Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(a)(1) (FBCORI).
417 I.R.C. §§ 954(g)(1), 907(c)(3).
Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c) (1991)(excepting extraction).
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transportation categories in order to determine FBCORI based
upon the extraction exception.4 9 Also, FORI includes the per-
formance of any other related services.
4 20
For determining refining income eligible for the extraction
exception, a pro rata method is applied in determining the portion
of the refining income that qualifies. The pro rata method is based
on the proportion that the barrels extracted in the country of re-
fining bear to the total barrels of oil refined in that country, re-
gardless of the country of sale of the refined product. 21 Also, pro
rata methods are used in determining marketing income eligible
for the extraction exception, where the oil, gas, or primary prod-
uct is produced within the CFC's related group. The pro rata
method for marketing income attributable to oil or gas is based on
the proportion that the barrels (or gas equivalent) of oil or gas
extracted in the country of sale bear to the total barrels (or gas
equivalent) sold in that country. 22 The pro rata method for mar-
keting income attributable to primary products is based on the
proportion that the barrels (or gas equivalents) extracted in the
country of sale bear to the total barrels (or gas equivalents)
processed in that country."' If the oil, gas or primary product is
purchased by the CFC from a person not within the related group
and the country is a net exporter of crude oil or gas, the market-
ing income is presumed to qualify for the extraction exception. If
the country of the source of the marketing income is not a net
exporter of crude oil or gas, the marketing income is presumed not
to qualify for the extraction exception, unless the CFC can rebut
this presumption based upon all the facts and circumstances. 24
Transportation income eligible for the extraction exception is
determined in a manner similar to the pro rata methods of the
Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(4) (1991)(examples of extraction exception).
, I.R.C. § 907(c)(2)(E). The term "related services" includes income from insur-
ance, accounting, or managerial services, if these services are performed by persons per-
forming operations related to processing, transporting, distributing, or sale or exchange of
oil and gas and their primary products. Treas. Reg. § 1.907(c)-I(g)(2)(ii), (iv)(B) (1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(1) (1991).
Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(2) (1991) (marketing income under § 907(c)(2)(C)).
423 Id.
424 Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(2) (1991). If there is both production within the CFC's
related group and purchases of oil or gas or primary products from unrelated persons, a
combination approach determines the portion of the marketing income eligible for the ex-
traction exception. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(2), (4), ex. (4)(1991).
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marketing income."2" A taxpayer claiming the consumption excep-
tion must establish its applicability on the basis of the facts and
circumstances .26
A CFC's income that constitutes FBCORI also could meet
the definition of another category of FBCI, such as FBCSI. How-
ever, the statute provides that FBCORI is not considered to be
FBCI under any other provision. 4 2 A CFC that is not a large oil
producer needs to determine if its FORI is includible in another
category of FBCI. All of the types of FBCI, including FBCORI,
are to be reduced by properly allocable deductions.4 28 With re-
spect to partnerships, the character, for subpart F purposes, of a
CFC's distributive share of income of a partnership, in which it is
a partner, is determined as if the CFC earned the income
directly.429
XIII. SALE OF FOREIGN CORPORATION STOCK
If a U.S. person sells or exchanges stock of a foreign corpora-
tion and owns ten percent or more of the combined voting power
of all classes of stock of the foreign corporation at any time during
the five-year period ending on the sale or exchange date, then any
gain on the sale or exchange of the stock is treated as a dividend
to the extent of the earnings and profits attributable to the shares
disposed of that were accumulated during periods in which the
shareholder owned the shares and the foreign corporation was a
CFC. an Certain U.S. persons who own, acquire or dispose of an
interest in a foreign corporation are required to file reporting in-
Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(c)(3) (1991) (transportation income under § 907(c)
(2)(B)).
,' Treas. Reg. § 1.954-8(a)(1) (1991) (FBCORI).
427 I.R.C. § 954(b)(8) (not treating FBCORI as another kind of base company
income).
428 I.R.C. § 954(b)(5) (listing deductions to be taken into account).
4 1 Rev. Rul. 89-72, 1989-1 C.B. 257.
I.R.C. § 1248(a) (gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain foreign
corporations); Treas. Reg. § 1.1248-1(a) (as amended in 1984). The earnings and profits
of lower-tier foreign subsidiaries are included in the dividend recharacterization to the ex-
tent the U.S. person indirectly owns 10% or more of the total combined voting power of
any lower-tier foreign corporation. I.R.C. § 1248(c)(2); Treas. Reg. § 1.1248-2 (as




formation. ' Furthermore, U.S. citizens or residents who are of-
ficers or directors of a foreign corporation may be subject to infor-
mation reporting rules.
4 32
To the extent earnings and profits previously were included
under the subpart F or PFIC provisions, they are not included in
the deemed dividend calculation in which the foreign shares are
sold or exchanged." 3 To the extent gain from the sale or exchange
of stock in a foreign corporation is recharacterized as a dividend,
the deemed dividend gives rise to a deemed paid foreign tax credit
under principles similar to the provisions that cover actual distri-
butions.'34 Section 1248(f)(1) requires recognition of gain on dis-
tributions by U.S. corporations of CFC stock to conform with the
repeal of the General Utilities doctrine. 435 The section 1248 divi-
dend is described in section 907(c)(3)(A). 'a Under section
907(c)(3)(A), the terms FORI and FOGEI are defined to include
dividends and interest from a foreign corporation, in which taxes
are deemed paid by the taxpayer under section 902. Without the
operation of sections 1248 and 367(b), "3 ' a U.S. corporate parent
of a CFC could set up a nontaxable liquidation or reorganization
of the CFC into a domestic corporation and return the CFC's tax
deferred earnings into the U.S. tax-free. Also, if the CFC reorga-
nized into another foreign corporation, the U.S. could lose taxing
jurisdiction over the untaxed earnings of the CFC if the U.S.
shareholders of the old CFC did not become U.S. shareholders of
the new CFC, or if the new corporation was not a CFC. a8
431 I.R.C. §§ 6038 (requiring information with respect to certain foreign corpora-
tions), 6046 (requiring returns as to incorporation or reorganization of foreign corporations
and as to acquisitions of their stock).
-3- I.R.C. §§ 558, 6035, 6046. Penalties and a reduction of foreign tax credits may
result for failure to file Form 5471. I.R.C. § 6038(b)-(c).
,I.R.C. § 1248(d)(1), (7) (excluding from earnings and profits).
Treas. Reg. § 1.1248-1(d) (as amended in 1984) (crediting for foreign taxes).
I.R.C. § 1248(f)(1) (applying only to distributions that remain nonrecognition
events (certain liquidating corporate distributions to 80% distributee under § 337)).
4" Treas. Reg. § 7.367(b)-2(d) (1992) (defining the "section 1248 amount").
437 I.R.C. § 367(b) (defining nontaxable liquidation or reorganization that effectively
repatriates tax deferred earnings into the U.S.).
Id.; see Treas. Reg. §7.367(b), -1(c), (d) (1992) (reporting and recording keeping
requirements).
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XIV. CONTRIBUTION OF ASSETS TO A FOREIGN CORPORATION
OR FOREIGN PARTNERSHIP
Although domestic transfers of assets or stock in connection
with certain corporate incorporations or reorganizations may sat-
isfy nonrecognition of gain treatment to a transferor under partic-
ular I.R.C. provisions (e.g., sections 332, 351, 354, 356 and 361),
outbound transfers may deny corporate status to the foreign trans-
feree and, thus, deny such nonrecognition treatment.59 The pur-
pose of section 367 is to prevent the ,removal of appreciated prop-
erty from the U.S. taxing jurisdiction prior to sale or exchange.
Section 1491 may impose an excise tax in connection with out-
bound transfers of property not covered by section 367(a), such as
transfers to a foreign partnership, trust or estate.
A contribution of domestic or foreign assets to a foreign cor-
poration is subject to an excise tax unless the transaction is non-
taxable under a section 367 exception or the gain is recognized
pursuant to section 1057.440 The contribution of assets to a foreign
partnership is subject to an excise tax or gain recognition under
section 1057.' 1, Thus, the transfer of property to a foreign corpo-
ration or partnership normally is treated as a taxable transaction.
Under section 1491, an excise tax of thirty-five percent is im-
posed upon the transfer of property by a domestic corporation or
partnership to a foreign corporation (as paid-in surplus or a con-
tribution to capital) or to a foreign partnership." ' However, the
excise tax does not apply to a transfer (1)under section 367,
... I.R.C. § 367(a) (outbound transferring of appreciated property or a stream of in-
come to a foreign person by a United States person under either §§ 332, 351, 354, 356 or
361). A "United States person" is defined under § 7701(30); see Rev. Rul 92-86, 1992-2
C.B. 199 (transferring by a domestic corporation of all the stock of a foreign corporation to
a CFC of the domestic corporation's parent in a § 351 exchange under § 367(c)(2) is
subject to § 367(a)). The distribution of stock and securities that qualifies for § 355 non-
recognition by a domestic corporation to a person who is not a "United States person" is
taxable under § 367(e)(1). I.R.C. §367(e)(1); Treas. Reg. §1.367(e)-I (1993) (treating
distributions or liquidations under § 367(e)).
' I.R.C. § 1492 (nontaxable transfers).
.. Id. In lieu of the excise tax imposed by § 1491, a taxpayer may elect to treat a
transfer as a sale or exchange of property and recognize gain on the excess of the fair
market value of the transferred property over the transferor's adjusted basis. I.R.C. § 1057
(electing to treat the transfer to a foreign trust, etc., as a taxable exchange).
". I.R.C. § 1491. The excise tax is imposed upon the excess of the fair market value
of the transferred property over the sum of the transferor's adjusted basis plus the recog-
nized gain to the transferor, id. The excise tax is due and payable by the transferor at the
time of the transfer. I.R.C. § 1494.
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(2)not described in section 367 but the taxpayer elects the appli-
cation of principles similar to the principles of section 367, or
(3)when an election is made under section 1057."'1 The contribu-
tion of assets or stock to a foreign partnership is subject to the
excise tax unless the transferor elects under section 1057 to recog-
nize built-in gain or elects under section 1492 to be governed by
"principles similar to the principles of section 367." Section 367
does not apply to transfers to foreign partnerships; thus, section
1491 remains effective.
With the transfer of property to a foreign corporation, gain
(but not loss) is recognized as though the property was sold at its
fair market value unless certain exceptions are met."4 U.S. share-
holders transferring assets to a foreign corporation do not recog-
nize gain if a percentage stock exception or the active trade or
business exception is satisfied.
4"5
A. Percentage Stock Exceptions under Section 367
The stock exceptions are based upon the percentage owner-
ship44 held by the U.S. transferors in the foreign corporation im-
mediately after the transfer and the requirement of the transferor
filing a gain recognition agreement.447 The gain recognition agree-
ment provides that the transferor would recognize the built-in
gain of the stock in the year of transfer plus interest if the trans-
feror disposed of the stock in the transferee foreign corporation
within either a five or ten-year period from the transfer date." 8
Under direct stock transfers, three exceptions exclude gain
recognition under section 367(a)(1).' 9 Under the first exception,
if the U.S. transferor owns less than five percent of both voting
power and stock value in the foreign corporation subsequent to the
transfer, the transaction is not subject to section 367(a)(1) and a
"' I.R.C. § 1492 (nontaxable transfers).
I.R.C. § 367(a)(1) (transferring property from the United States); Prop. Treas.
Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(a), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (treating transfers of stock or securities
to foreign corporations).
.. I.R.C. § 367(a) (exceptions to gain recognition).
... Ownership attributions under I.R.C. § 958 apply.
"I Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(a), -3(b), -8, 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991).
.. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-8, 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (gain recognition
agreement requirements).
... Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(b), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (listing certain
transfers to which § 367(a)(1) does not apply).
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gain recognition agreement is not required.4 50 For the second ex-
ception, if all U.S. transferors own less than fifty percent of both
voting power and stock value in the foreign corporation, section
367(a)(1) does not apply, but the transferors file a five-year gain
recognition agreement. 51 Finally, if all U.S. transferors own fifty
percent or more of either the voting power or stock value in the
foreign corporation, section 367(a)(1) does not apply, but the
transferors file a ten-year gain recognition agreement. 52 However,
the third stock exception does not apply to a transfer of stock or
securities of a domestic corporation. 53 Under indirect stock trans-
fers, a U.S. person who exchanges stock or securities of a domes-
tic or foreign corporation for stock or securities of a foreign corpo-
ration is subject to section 367(a)(1).""
B. Active Conduct of a Trade or Business
If property is transferred to a foreign corporation for use by
the foreign corporation in the active conduct of a trade or business
outside the U.S., gain is not recognized. 5 5 The active trade or
business exception does not apply for inventory items, accounts re-
ceivable and installment obligations.'56 For purposes of the active
trade or business exception, a transfer of a partnership interest is
treated as a transfer of a pro rata share of the underlying assets of
the partnership.'
7
Special rules are provided for determining whether oil and
gas working interests are considered as part of an active trade or
Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(b)(1)(i), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (5% de
minimis rule).
"' Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(b)(2), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991). The gain recog-
nition agreement is for five years after the year of transfer. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-
3(c)(1), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (agreement to recognize gain).
"I Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(b)(3), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991). The gain recog-
nition agreement is for ten years after the year of transfer. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-
3(c)(1), -8(b)(2), -8(c), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991).
Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(b)(3), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991).
Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-3(d)(1), 56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (1991) (transferring
indirectly stock in certain nonrecognition transfers).
'" I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(A) (excepting active trade or business exception); Temp.
Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-2T (excepting active trade or business exception).
,"e I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(B) (tainted assets); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-5T (tainted
assets).




business."" The working interest will qualify for the active trade
or business exception if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1)at the time of the transfer, the transferee has no intention to
farm out or otherwise transfer any part of the transferred work-
ing interest; (2)during the first three years after the transfer,
there are no farmouts or other transfers of any part of the trans-
ferred working interest in which the transferee retains less than
fifty percent of the transferred working interest; and (3)the ac-
tive use test is met: (a)the transferor is regularly and substan-
tially engaged in exploration for and production of oil and gas,
either directly or through interests in joint ventures (exclusive of
the working interest transferred); (b)the terms of the working
interest were actively negotiated among the joint ventures;
(c)the working interest transferred constitutes at least a five per-
cent working interest; and (d)prior to the transfer, at the time of
the transfer and for the foreseeable future, through its own em-
ployees or officers, the transferor was regularly and actively in-
volved in decision making with respect to the operations of the
venture, including discussions with respect to exploration, devel-
opment, production and marketing. 59
Special rules apply to the transfer of working interests to for-
eign corporations in start-up situations, in which the transferor
does not have an oil and gas exploration and production history.6 0
Also, the regulations provide that the transfer of working inter-
ests, not otherwise satisfying the above safe harbor requirements
or start-up rules, may qualify for the active trade or business ex-
ception based upon the facts and circumstances."'
458 Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-4T(e) (oil and gas working interests); see Rev.
Proc. 93-7 1993-1 C.B. 170 (no ruling position on working interest exception); see also
Priv. Ltr. Rul. 91-27-053 (Apr. 1I, 1991) (outbound transfer of working interest with clos-
ing agreement).
469 Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-4T(e)(l), (2).
46 Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-4T(e)(3) (start-up operations).
"I Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-4T(e)(4). The transfer of a non-operating working
interest to a foreign corporation qualifies for the active trade or business exception, if the
transferor otherwise satisfies the requirements of the regulations. Rev. Rul. 89-27, 1989-1
C.B. 106. A transfer of certain less than 5% working interests, as part of a multiple work-
ing interests property transfer, may qualify for the exception provided the transferor can
demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the criteria identified above, excluding
the 5% working interest requirement, have been satisfied. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 89-110-39 (Dec.
19, 1988)(transferring shut-in or undeveloped properties that would not qualify for the
exception, unless the properties are producing within three years following the transfer).
The transfer of geological and geophysical data that relate to the transferred working inter-
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However, the branch loss recapture rule takes precedence
over the active trade or business exception."6 2 Under the recapture
rule, the active trade or business exception does not apply to
transfers of a foreign branch to the extent previously deducted
losses exceeded previously reported income.4 " The recapture rule
requires that the excess of losses which gave rise to deductions
over taxable income from the branch and adjusted for any OFL
recapture be included as income on the transfer. The gain recog-
nized by the branch loss recapture cannot exceed the realized gain
attributable to the transferred assets, calculated on an asset-by-
asset basis without offsetting loss assets against gain assets. "4
Usually, a U.S. company begins foreign operations through an
overseas branch and uses any branch losses to offset U.S. taxable
income. Thus, the incorporation of a foreign branch may result in
the recapture of prior losses incurred by the branch.4 6 5 If a foreign
branch of a U.S. corporation transfers its assets to a foreign cor-
poration, gain will be recognized by the transferor to the extent
that the branch incurred and deducted losses in an amount that
exceeds the sum of: (1)the taxable income of the branch incurred
after the year in which the loss was incurred, and (2)the amount
of income recognized under the foreign loss recapture provi-
sions."" However, an adjustment is permitted for the losses in-
curred by the branch which effectively did not result in a U.S. tax
benefit because of the expiration of net operating losses, invest-
ment tax credits or foreign tax credits. "67 Also, the regulations
provide rules that permit prior dispositions of OFL assets (other
than the current transferred branch assets) to reduce on a pro rata
est is considered as part of the underlying working interest for purposes of the exception.
Priv. Ltr. Rul. 87-360-69 (June 12, 1987).
"I2 I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(C) (branch loss recapture rule); see I.R.C. 987 (explaining
that foreign currency gains of the branch are taxed at the time of the transfer of branch
assets to a foreign corporation); see also Rev. Rul. 78-201, 1978-1 C.B. 91 (historical
branch loss recapture).
... I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(C) (previously deducted losses); Temp. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.367(a)-6T(b)(2) (branch loss recapture rule).
'" Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-IT(b)(3) (limiting gain required to be recognized),
-6T(c)(2) (transferring foreign branch with previously deducted losses).
,, I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(C).
I.R.C. § 904(f(3) (dispositions); see Rev. Rul. 81-82, 1981-1 C.B. 127 (amplifies
Rev. Rul. 78-201, 1978-1 C.B. 91)(transferring a foreign branch into a CFC with recap-
ture under § 367(a)); see also Rev. Rul. 81-89, 1981-1 C.B. 129 (recapturing of losses of
affiliated corporation's foreign branches in the same country transferred to a new foreign
corporation).
" Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-6T(d)(2) to (4).
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basis the branch losses for purposes of the branch loss recapture
computations. '8
Branch recapture is reduced by any income inclusion from
the transfer of tainted assets.469 Any gain recaptured is treated as
income from sources outside the U.S. with the same character as
the recaptured losses. 70 Gain recognized is treated as FOGEI in
the same proportion that FOGEI losses related to the total
amount of previously deducted losses.47 1 Any gain recognition
under the branch loss recapture rule gives rise to a corresponding
basis adjustment.4 7 If a U.S. corporation can meet the require-
ments for the active trade or business exception, tainted assets are
not transferred and the branch loss recapture rule does not apply,
the working interests can be transferred to a foreign corporation
in a nontaxable transaction. ' "
C. Debt Capitalization of a Foreign Corporation
The use of debt in the capital structure of a foreign company
may be advantageous with a return of capital through principal
payments being non-taxable and interest being deductible by the
foreign corporation for foreign income tax purposes. Under certain
foreign laws, interest is exempt from withholding tax or greatly
reduced, provided that the interest is not effectively connected
with a permanent establishment maintained by the creditor in the
source country.
Interest received by a U.S. corporation from a CFC can be
included in the numerator of the section 904(d)(1)(I) overall for-
eign tax credit limitation fraction, which increases the allowable
foreign tax credit for foreign taxes that otherwise would not be
creditable. 474 A potential problem is that a loan from a U.S.
,' Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-6T(e)(5) (amounts previously recaptured under
§ 904(f)(3)).
... Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-6T(e)(4) (gain recognized under § 367(a)).
,' I.R.C. § 367(a)(3)(C); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-6T(c)(I) (character and
source of gain).
... Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-6T(c)(I).
•' Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.367(a)-IT(b)(4)(i) (character, source and adjustments), -
6T(i) (basis adjustments).
... The transferor corporation is responsible for filing Form 926 and reporting the
transaction no later than the transfer date. I.R.C. § 6038B; Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.6038B-
IT(b).
"' See I.R.C. § 904(d)(3) (look-through rules for CFC).
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shareholder to its CFC may be treated for U.S. or foreign tax
purposes as a contribution of equity."'
The prior regulations under section 385 attempted to provide
guidance on a strictly factual basis for the debt versus equity
problem. An equity characterization could change principal and




A U.S. operator owning and operating a foreign mineral in-
terest through a foreign branch is in a similar position for U.S.
tax purposes as an operator in a domestic operation. A domestic
operator may incorporate a domestic subsidiary to operate a for-
eign branch and to limit foreign liability. If the subsidiary is an
includible corporation under I.R.C. section 1504(b), a consoli-
dated tax return could be filed by the affiliated group. Any losses
of the subsidiary from foreign branch operations offset the taxable
income of the consolidated group.
The status of a foreign entity for U.S. tax purposes requires a
review of the host country's laws, as applied to the U.S. standards
for classification of an entity as a corporation or a partnership.
Avoiding corporate status for U.S. tax purposes may be an impor-
tant consideration in creating a foreign partnership or a co-owner-
ship arrangement. For example, U.S. operators may achieve a
limited liability company status in the host country, while main-
taining a partnership status for U.S. tax purposes.
A U.S. shareholder in a foreign corporation is not taxed cur-
rently on the corporation's income but cannot deduct corporate
losses. The foreign tax paid by the foreign corporation is not
passed through to shareholders, except for U.S. shareholders own-
ing at least ten percent of the voting stock, and then a deemed-
paid foreign tax credit is allowed against the receipt of dividends.
Also, a U.S. operator must review the various methods of
claiming foreign tax payments. Generally, it is more favorable to
use foreign taxes as a credit against U.S. income tax, but there
may be circumstances in which the deduction is more favorable
because of the limitations and restrictions imposed on claiming a
" See I.R.C. § 385 (treating certain interests in corporations as stock or
indebtedness).
... See I.R.C. § 302 (distributing redemptions of stock).
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tax credit. If a U.S. taxpayer has a net loss from foreign opera-
tions, a tax credit is not allowable in the current year, with the
credit only offsetting U.S. tax imposed on foreign source income.
Also, if the U.S. taxpayer has domestic net operating loss carry-
overs, the taxpayer may prefer to claim foreign taxes as a
deduction.
The entire domestic petroleum industry is moving exploration
and drilling operations to foreign countries. While operations
abroad are more profitable, less environmentally restricted and
hold larger potential discoveries, the U.S. tax applications become
more complex. U.S. oil companies engaging in foreign oil and gas
operations must be familiar with U.S. tax provisions both current
and pending, relating to all aspects of foreign operation, because
failure to properly review such provisions may result in unex-
pected tax liabilities.
On November 1, 1993, a limited technical corrections and
tax simplification bill (H.R. 3419) was introduced and approved
by the House Ways and Means Committee. The bill proposes:
(1)the repeal of foreign personal holding company and foreign in-
vestment company rules; (2)the exemption of foreign corporations
from accumulated earnings tax and personal holding company
rules; (3)that subpart F income include certain personal service
contract income; and (4)that the rules of "passive foreign corpora-
tions" replace the PFIC rules. The CFC simplification proposals
include section 1248 treatment for stock sales of lower-tier CFCs
and extension of section 902 treatment down to the sixth corpo-
rate tier. Also, the bill proposes simplification of: (l)exchange
rates of foreign taxes used for foreign tax credit purposes; (2)the
election of a simplified section 904 limit for alternative minimum
tax purposes; (3)changes to section 1491 and 1492 with repeal of
section 1057; and (4)changes to section 367(b).
The Service has detailed procedures for obtaining rulings, de-
termination letters and information letters on international tax is-
sues."7 Also, procedures are set out for requesting technical ad-
vice on international tax issues. 7 8 However, the Service will not
ordinarily issue letter rulings or determination letters on
"[wihether a person claiming a credit [under section 901] has es-
tablished, based on all of the relevant facts and circumstances, the
177 Rev. Proc. 93-1, 1993-1 C.B. 10.
"I Rev. Proc. 93-2, 1993-1 C.B. 50.
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amount (if any) paid by a dual capacity taxpayer under a qualify-
ing levy that is not paid in exchange for a specific economic bene-
fit."'47 9 Without "unique and compelling reasons," the Service will
not issue advance rulings on whether a foreign partnership will be
classified with a U.S. association status or whether a foreign cor-
poration will be treated as a partnership if the taxpayer requests
partnership status." 0 Also, the Service will not ordinarily issue
letter rulings or determination letters on "[wihether an oil or gas
working interest is transferred from the United States for use in
the active conduct of a trade or business" for purposes of section
367(a)(3), 81 but the Service has issued numerous letter rulings
outlining the creditability of foreign levies in certain foreign coun-
tries.482 Finally, tax treaties are continually being ratified and can
alter the creditability landscape for foreign taxes which are not
creditable under the Internal Revenue Code.
4'9 Rev. Proc. 93-7, 1993-1 C.B. 170, 171.
480 Id.
481 Id.
41 See Rev. Rul. 82-119, 1982-1 C.B. 105, as supplemented by, Rev. Rul. 83-88,
1983-1 C.B. 130 (listing levies of foreign countries that the Service has qualified as credita-
ble income taxes).
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